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EARLY GEOLOGICAL WORK. 201 
INTRODUCTION. ' 
LOCATION AND AREA. 
Marshall is op.e of the middle tier ():fcounties ail.dli~S 
b~tweenTamaand Story counties OIl the east and 'west 
resp~ctively. ',The Iowa;iver makes a' b6ld bend southward 
nearly ,to the center .of the county, wher~it turns, abruptly 
eastward, cleverly detaching the northeast quarter. As in 
, the' case of inost ,of the inlandcountie's of Iowa, Marshall 
cOJIlprisesa rectangular area of approximately five hundred 
and seventy-six (576) ~quare miles and considerably more 
than a third 01 a million acres. 
PREVIOUS 'GEOLOGICAL WORK. 
Oonsidering the, great value of the, natural resources of' 
Marshall county ~and the,varied and abundant fauna entombed 
in, the 'rocks, the literature concerning the geology of the 
region is eXtremely meager., ' 
DavidDaleOwen.* in,his "Reconnaissance' of ,the Carbon-
ifer6usRocks of' South~rn and Western Iowa:,' ',was the first 
,geologist to visit the county in 'an official capacity_ ,He, 
. .. "-
traver~edthe ~du.nty 1n the vicinity of the Iowa river, and: 
, 'incidentally: called attention to t1:Ie,more salient geological 
feature~. ,.T.D. Whitney tin treating of the geology of Mar-
shall and adjoinIng counties records the occurrence of coal 
in Bangor' to~nsliip; and briefly describes a section expos'ed, 
, on'Timber 'c~eek near the old'road leading from Marietta" 
to Indiantown, in, which ,he remarks the close resemblance of 
the rocks to the lower Burlington ltmestone as exposed at its, 
typical locality. 
More than a ,'score of years later Wb:itet' described the 
exposures near LeGr'and and definitely, refers "the formation 
to,~theKinderhook stage ,of the Carboniferous system. Cer:-
tain qu:arry products are also, described, and in the same 
.... ' ... . 
* ~ological Burv ~ Wisconsin, Iowa. and Minne~ota, p.101-102. 1852 • 
. , . tGeology of Iowa, vol. I, pp. 267-9. Albany, 1858. 
:j: Geology oUowa, vol. I, pp. 197-198. Vol. II, pp. 260; 312-:31* and 316. De& Moines, 1870. 
i8 G.Rep. 
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report Prof. Rush Emery* reports an analysiF'of "Iowa 
marble, " from the Le Grand quarries. _ 
The crinoidal remains so abundant in certain layers at 
Quarry and Le Grand have received the attention of the late 
Charles Wachsmutht and his co-laborer, Frank Springer, or 
Burlington, and others. ,. 
PHYSIOGRAPHY. 
TOPOGRAPHY., . 
The topographic features of the county are varied. In 
" - Z> , 
order better to understand the more general configuration, 
conceive a more or less regular surface very gently inclined 
to the southeast. ",Let there be a slight depression in the 
. position of the Iowa river, flanked on either side with parallel 
ridges, the crest on one side bisecting Vienna township" 
diagonally, while a line passing through State Center, Van 
Cleve and Laurel marks approximately th~ position of the 
other. Spread over the surface, a material which· responds. 
readily to water action, but 'holds with equal fidelity the 
vigorous carving of the spring freshet and the most delicate 
tr~cery of the summer shower; given these conditions, time 
. and the erosive agents are the only requisites to account for 
the general physiography of the region; 
The principal water courses have wrought out well-marked· 
flood plai~s bordered by the usually gently rising uplands, all 
of which attest topographic maturity. The vertical interval 
between the lowlands and theadjoining uplands varies from 
50 to 100 feet, but the altitude gradually increases towards 
the divides which attain an elevation of more than, 200 feet 
above the water level in the Iowa river. Plate v shows the 
cross-section of the general plain. The most :rigorous land 
forms occur in the marginal areas which intervene between 
the upland plain and the flood plains of the greater streams. 
These areas, with the flood plain, originally supported a lux-
uriant forest growth, but have in large part been dismantled. 
* Ibid 1'01. II, p. 347. 
t GeoIoglcal'Surv. Illinois, vol. VIn, pp. 157'-205, and pIs. xv-xvii, 1890. 
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.. 
. While the whole county is heavily drift-laden, yet the ter-
ritory readily-resolves itself into three distinctive topog~aphic 
areas. which . are. coincident in a ,general way with the areas 
occupied by the. Wisconsin, Iowan arid Kansan drift sheets, 
and will be designate'd' 'by the' terms, drift, drift-plain and 
drijt-l~esstypes respectively.' The first type is represented 
·.by awedge,.shaped area on the western margin of the county, .' 
• whose apex is approximately at the southwest corner while its 
base spans little niore than three niiles on the north, line. 
The characteristic features of the region are the prevalence 
··of.depressions, sloughs and "kettle holes" and eminences 
withkanie and drumloid affinities. Drainage is imperfect and 
. '. ~'" . .'. '. . .... . 
this~ when taken incopjunc.tion with the' 'unique surface fea-
-tu~e:s, is.indicative. of topographic youth." 
·The·second·comprisesan .area of scarcely more' than' 'flfty 
'. squar~.milesin the northeast corner oftihe COUIlty. Although 
. the Iqwantill sheet probably extended over a greater, areain 
the' cQunty it was not COJ11petEmtto control the configuration 
,of the regi()l1, to the' extre~e linrlt$of its attenuated margin~ 
Awayf:r6m the larger strearnsthls. territory is 'characterized 
· by····a monotonous,. plane surfa.ce interrupted ,by occa.sional 
_-g~D;ile sw·el!s,.· and as a rule.it is moderately well. drained, 
"~hileoftentim~s prairie.sloughs are much in evidence. This 
· trial1gui~r ar~aisa 'fragm~nt of the greatCIrift''-pl~inwhich 
. extends IiQrthward far'into Minn,esota and comprises an area 
of" J]l'o;e.thari. seven thousandsquare'Illiles in Iow~~ . 
The drift-loess type constitutes more than four,.fifthsof the 
· surface of the county. rrhetopogr~phicfeatures are purely 
erosional' and the contours are strengthened by the loess top-
. dressing. The upland is dissectedby a plexus of s:r:nall streams 
, 'which gives the surface a graceful, billowy aspect, very pleas-
ing to the eye.'· Sharp v'-shaped valleys' and'convex hills are 
. ... \ .. 
the rule in the l;>rokenareas and bear silent testimony to the 
'instapility of the surface. 'configuration. The larger streams . 
. meander through broad valleys which are almost destitute qf 
. ~ 
salient topographic features. . The divides are betterdeflned 
I 
...... '. 
_,,;' " .:.", '.:': 
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than is ~sual in this type 'of topography.· The head branches 
.ofopposing drainage·.systems often interlock,:so sharply.is. 
the territoryco:ntested. ' 
TABLE OF E.LEVATIONS • 
. '. . . '. . . . . .'. / .. 
The following table of altitudes is compiled from the profiles ,. . 
of the different railroad~ whichtrave~ethe,~ouIity. - . . 
STATION, 
.~ ] 
.~ 
. B I A1JTHORITY. 
- .' . ..~- \--..,....o..-'~---'-
Albion ____ • __________ ~ ____ ~ _______________ : _______ ~_ 937. I. C.Ry.· 
Dillon ___________ ..: ________ ,..---------·--~--------------975 1. C. Ry. -. 
Divide, Iowa and Ceda.r I'ivers_~ ____ ~ ______ ~ ________ • 1054. (J. G.W.Ry; 
Divide, Iowa. riverahd Linn creek ___________ .. ______ ~_ 952 I. C. Ry.· .-
i Divide;. Iqwa ~nd-S~u:q.k riyers_.:. ___ ~.---.-----·----·---~ ll16. O~ & ·N:>-W .. ~Y.. ' ..... 
Dp.nb.ar.------.-.-·--~--..;--------~-~-- .. --:..--.~---.----' ____ .. ~ .876.: '0 .. ,.' .M~ .. &; .$~. "l?~ Ry. A': FerguSon _,.. ________ -.. _______________________ ": __ ,; ___ ~-__909C.,M. & St.'p. Ry. 
·gt!.db~OOk~=::=====:::::::::~:===::::====:::::=:::::=: ~lg~~ ·.2.<&.~.RY-,~'· •. 
Green Mountain ___ ~.;; __ ,.. ____ ..: ___ ..: ______ ,..-.------:.;.--.;;- 1000' C.G;."W:.Ry:. _ 
HaverhilL_"' __ ,..-- .... .,----------------;.-;.~---~~----,...,,..- 1()23 0., M::&:St.:p. Ry. 
Iowa river, ChicagoGrea.tWestern'cr_ossmg ____ .:_~__865 C._G.W/Ry. .,: 
Iowa river, county lme __ .;. ___ ;.. __ · ___________ ~__________926 I~ C'-Ry., '. 
Iowa river, Iowa Central.crossmg, south of Albioll____ 8951. C~Ry·.­
Lamoille.: -~---.------... ,..~,.--,;.- ... ---;.--':.;-,;.----.:.---.:~ .. ., ---~ 1.94O'C;& N~=W".Ry .. Le Grande ________________________ .------,-:-:--_------- 940 C. &~. W. Ry. 
Linn creek; Great West.~rn -Crossing' southwest of ... .'. ' .• ;-., .. 
. of MarshalltoWn :.~ _________ -:.; ____ ~ ________ ,..---.,--- 905' C. O. W.Ry.· 
Linn creek, Great Western cl'ossing'eastof Marshall~' . ..' 
town __ .:. ___ ., ___ .: ______ .:_.:. ___ . ..; _________ ~ ___ :.. ______ ;,.'_ .. 875 C; Q:W.Ry •. 
Laurel __ ~ _______________________ .; ________ .: ______ .:. ___ 1040 ~I.Q. :Ry~ .... .' 
Liscomb_.: _'- __________ -' ___ .,..;.;.":"".;..;. _____ .. ,..- _____ -- __ ~.:__ 950C.G~w:.·Ry.. . 
rr::h~lit~~-::::::===:::::::==::==::====::~:====:::: .. ~~g -f'g~;:V~'EY~ 
- Marshalltown - ------.:---_-... _-_-- .. -.,.----.:---.,--------- 90'0' I.:;C.~ ... R·.W.· .. ; .. R .. y .. ' Malta' ______ .;, ____________ :.. __ :. ___ '-_:..----~:-:.."'- .':'_':' ____ '.,._ 1 62;] 
Melbourne __________ - ________ -' __________ .: _______ : __ :.._ 1045 C.G.W. Ry._ 
Melbourne crossing, Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul) 1060 C, G.W. Ry. .' 
railway ______________________________ -___________ I 1Q33 0.,M:& St. P. Ry ..... 
NiGhols'on creek .. _-------------------~~---.;.--.,---~--;..-. 8960. G. W.Ry.- . 
Pickering _______ .-~--------.--------.:. .. ----~---- .. -- ... ~-'-.1~' l' 0982.57 C.,-M;&St; P. Ry; 
·,I.C.Ry. __ " .. Quarry __________________________ ---.:.-"'--.------~:: __ .,; .885 C. & N.-W. Ry. 
Rl+odes __ "' ____ -,..;..--~-----.,..-----------·-----~----_-.:---- 1015 C., M. & St P. Ry. 
Rockton -------------------------r----:..-:.,.----------- . 880 C. G. W. Ry. State Ce:p.tel'_,._ .. _______________________________ .., _____ 1073 "c. & N.-W. Ry~ 
State Center JunctioIi , ______ ' ___________________ : ____ ~ 1051C.,M. & St. P. Ry .. 
Timber creek, Iowa Oentral crossmg_,..----.,.-----.:.---:..-874 \ 1. C. Ry~' . 
Timber creek, Chicago -& North-Western crossing ___ '. 8~5 c.& N.-W.Ry. Van Clev~ _____ ~ __________ .: ________________ . __ ~ __ .. .,;-,;;-- 1004 I. C. Ry.. , 
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DRAINAGE. 
"Marshall county is well watered and for the most part is 
'also, well drained. 'The annual rainfall averages about thirty 
inches per annum,of which less than one-third is gathered 
up into the streams" and carried to the gulf. Five-sixths of 
the annual "run-off" finds a convenient outlet through the 
Iowa and its tributaries, while small triangular areas in the 
southwestanq. '~n6rtheast 'corners' contribute their surplus 
waters to representatives of theSkuilk and Cedar river sys~ 
terns respectively. 
Iowa river system.-The Iowa river is the master stream in 
the system and in large measure establishes the grade for its 
numerous tributaries" It meanders through abroad alluvial 
FIG 25. Le Grand gorge. 
valley which averages from one totwo miles in width. The 
river crosses the Kinderhook escarpment at two points; near, 
, its entrance, into' and exit from the' county. At the latter, 
placethe river flows through a gorge scarcely a quarter of a 
mile in width. The present stream occupies a channel but 
little below the general level of the bottom land and erien"-
sive reaches of territory are subject to periodic inundation. ' 
Deserted channels are, everywhere in evidence, and north-. 
, west of Marshalltown sand flats are cOmmon features of, the, 
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floodplain. The Iowa river has long since passed its ado'-
lescent stage, has reached maturity and i,s now approaching 
old age. The stream is not corrading its channel at any 
place.Excav~tions fop bridge piers 'and abutments show 
that the country rock . lies ten to fifteen feet below the pres-
ent stream bed. At the Marshalltown waterworks there is· 
an apparent exception to this .. The river impinges strongly 
\lpon the south . bank, and the country rock is &ose to the sur-: 
face in the bed of the stream~Excavationsfor the water 
galleries on the north flank 6f the flood plain reveal the fact 
~hat the old rock bottom slopes away fromthepresentposi-
tion of the channel. 
. .,-' 
. The Iowa dr;:tinage system is of the asymmetric type with 
the greater tributaries coming from south and west as are 
the Skunk and ,Des Moines rivers in central Iowa. Rock, 
Burnett and Asher creeks are the principal tributaries 
received from the north; while Tinib el' , Linn, MInerva and 
Honey~reeks are them<?re . important branches received·from 
the south and west~ Allot these have much the samegen-
era~ char.acters as q.oes the greater stream~All are long in 
proportion . to their volume,~nd all are characterized py 
draInage basins which are relatively narrow in proportion to 
their length. . . . 
. The tributaries from the nOl~thare relatively of much less 
importance than those from the south. They have narr:ow .. 
flood plains .01' none at all,andhave deposited but little· 
alluvium save in their lower courses. Asher creek is the larg-
est and drains an area of about fifty-four square miles. Each 
h~s cut through the drift at certain points exposingthe upper 
member of the Kinderhook beds. 
Timber creek, which enters the Iowa from the south near· 
Quarry, collects the water from an area of 130 square miles. 
It comprises three principal branches which are named· 
according to their geographic positions-. North, Middle and 
South Timber creeks." North Timber flows almost dueea~tt 
and is much the longest member, while the south branch 
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flows north and 'comprises the greatest drainage basin. All 
have narrow, but well marked flood plains, whichfollow'well 
up' far towards their sources. 
The drainage basin of Linn creek . is the narrowest in 
proportion to length of any in the county. The proportion 
of length to breadth is about six to on~,' and the valley com-
prises an area of about seventy square miles. Its course is 
~lmost exactly parallelto the North Timber cre~k, but it has 
not progressed as far in valley forming as the latter. The 
most rugged topography in the county is found in the territory 
traversed lrv Linl1.and the Timber creeks. 
Minerva ~reek has its source in Hardin and Story counties. 
It pursues a tortuous course ina southeasterly to easterly 
direction, andent~rs the Iowa a little no~th of west of the 
town of Albion. The head wate:rsof this stream arise in the 
area of the Wisconsin drift, and drain more than two-thirds 
,of theregionc.overed, by this till sheet in the county. The 
lower course of the: Minerva has a flood plain which, consid., 
eririg the vo\ume of the stream, is. quit~broad .. ~. It has 
numeroussmallbranches; but where its tributaries leave the 
Wisc:onsin, the valleys are sharply constricted. In the upper 
reaches little ornoalluyium has been deposited; and there is 
a dearth of minor streamlets. 
Honey creek. has done ali immense amount of work in the 
way of valley cutting, which as in the ease of the ,Minerva, is 
out of all proportion to the size of the present stream. It has 
cut through the drift and exposes the coal measure shales and 
Lower Carboniferous limestone near Bangor. Mud creek, a 
'prairie stream through the greater part of. its course, and 
Without the usual accompaniment of alluvial bottom land, is 
the principal tributary of Honey creek-, the. two' streams 
joining just as they enter the flood <plain of the Iowa . 
. ~. Aqe oj the Iowa system.-The Iowa system bears the impress 
of 'age; of advanced maturity. Theorigimiltopographyof the 
, county did not depart far, perhaps, from that of a plain and 
the present configuration is due almost wholly to erOSIve 
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forces. The limiting divides average about two hundred feet 
higher than .the, Iowa flood plain. ' The, down cutting alone 
would require thousands, of years, while the true enormity 
of the task and the vast lapse of time can only be realized 
when it is considered that the river valley averages from 'one' 
to two miles in width. Sufficient data are not at hand ,defi-
nitely to determine the age of the system; but, considering 
the broad valleys of the Iowa and its principal tributaries, 
and thefaGt th~tthe Kansan drift, apparently undisturbed, 
follows down'the hillsides at least to the levelof"the,ftobd 
plain,much lower than theoutcroppings of the country rock 
as in the vicinity of Quarry, LeGrand and Tiniber creeks, it 
may tentatively be stated that the system;' in part at least, is , 
pre,.glacial.Theprofoundlyglaciated surface exposures at 
Le Grand, Timber creek and Linn creek, all located on the 
south flank of the present stream';alleys, mayalso be_ admit-
ted as evidence of preglacial depressions in the direction from 
which the ice came. It seems probable that the Iowa river, 
from Le Grand to the mouth of Honey creek, at least, the 
lower cOllrses of Timber, Minerva, Honey and perhaps Linn 
creeks have sought out and partially, reopened'their, old,' 
channels. The minor streams and the upper courses of the' 
larger tributaries are doubtless usually superimposed upon' 
the glacial deposits and are ind~pendentofpreglacial con-
figuration. In terms of stream development the Iowa has 
passed its zenith and' old age is slowly but surely' coming on 
unless stream action be reinvigorated' by deformation and 
uplift of the region. _The surface, inequaliti~s have -long 
since reached their maximum and the hills are slowly rrreiting 
away to fill the valleys. The melting snows and summer 
- showers humble the one that they may contribute to the' 
upbuildingof the other. Man hims~lf is a potent factor in 
this leveling process. The old settler can well remember the 
time when the waters of our streams were untarnished at 
the spring freshets Ol~summer floods save by the., crystal, 
amber from our virgin prairies. At the present time after, 
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such periods the streams flow liquid mud. The prairie grasses 
and forest trees were conservators of mpisture an~ firmly 
held the soil in: place. The processes of agriculture in sub-
duing the,prairies and denuding the forest areas have 
increased the "run-off" and rendered the soil easily eroded. 
Qulture has stimulated the small streamlets to a new cycle of 
cutting, as is evidevced by gullied fields and roadsides. Some' 
of these cuttings ,are more than ten feet in depth. 
Skunk river system.-" A tr~angular area in the southwestern • 
part of the county drains through tributaries of the Skunk 
. river." The hypotenuse of thetri:1,ngle is approximately fol-
l()wedby the State Center branch ofthelowa Central railway 
and its area is about ninety square miles. Jheprincipal rep- , 
resentatives of the system are Clear' creek, North Skunk 
river and Snipe creek. ' All flow approximately at right angles 
to' the general slope of the county. Clear creek and the' 
Skunk river are wooded streams, while the Snipe is timber-
l~ss." Clear creek hasniore deeply incised the region through 
which it flows than its co-workers, but nOI1:.e of them have 
done IIluch in 'the way of valley formation. ' The valley or 
'Snipecreek is boggy in character and suggests the fitness of 
its name. 
The Cedar river system is feebly represented in the north-
east corner of the county~The drainage from about two 
square miles takes this route to .the "father ofwat.ers." 
TERRACES. ' 
Stream terraces are doubtfully represented in Marshall 
county. Timber creek, o~ sections, 8 and 17 in LeGrand 
town~hip, is accomp~nied by a low shelf fifteen to twenty 
feet above the floodplain in the streams. This bench can 
be identified at several other points in the various branches 
of this stream an.d is the nearest approach to a terrace found 
in the region. 
Minerva creek, in Liberty township, sections 22 and 27, is 
apparently terraced. The bench' is eight to ten feet above 
'. 
':,- :".,-." 
','. ',' 
~ . -. ~. 
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the flood plainandiscornpos~dofWisconsin drift.-· Hereis 
theseniblanceofan old valleyp~rtiallyfill~d bytheWiscon;; 
sin ice, -and: the. present narroW flood plain represents the cut:. 
ting since: the·.retreat<?f the last ice sheet .. 
. . 
STRATIGRAPHY. 
General Relations of Strata. ,_ .. 
. -- The geologic history ,of Marsliall county is-recor4ediIi~ : . 
strata which belong to .tWQ .distmcts~ries s~parated by an 
·enOrulOUS timebrea~.A fe_eble realizationOftlieimnfetisity ... 
of.the interval·which elapsed after,the co:rnpletionof·thEf"first 
chapter.and.beforethe commehce~ep.t qfthe last,.·can. only· . 
be gained when we catc~occasionalglimpses of.·profopndly 
eroded areas and base-leveled plains .. 
- :T4e rinderlyingstratifiedrocks belong totheCarboniferpu8 .. 
~ystem~- LyingtinconformablY. upon theseisa tl:lickirtantle· 
of Pleistocene ·depositswhicheffectllally concealthe_oider': 
rocks; sav~alqng som~Qfthe larger stream~.· . The forllla-
tionspresent are tabulate~hel,(rw~·_ . . .-. 
GROUP. 
Cenozoic. 
CLASSIFIQATIONOF. FOR¥ A.~IONS. 
SYSTEM •. · 
. ~. 
\. . I Pleistocene. 
I 
I 
. SERIES~· 
..... 
,Recent. 
Giaci~l. 
- . 
STAGE; ... $UB:-STAG:E: 
Wisconsin; 
Iowan. 
."", .-
IBU~h~n~n. 
Kansan. 
. .. ~fto~ian. 
.' ',' 
AlluVial.-
Fo~thtilL 
I·-Loess. 
. . Third tilL.: 
....' . 
.. " 
Second till. 
Albion grav- . . . 
·els_ - . 
Sub-Aftonian? . First till. 
I 
," ... ":-.: 
. I 
......... ~. .': 
..... 
. ' . 
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CLESSIFICATION . OF FORMATIONS-C ontintted. 
SYSTEM •. • SERrES. STAGE • SUB-STAGE • 
. Upper, or Pennsyl- . ,Des Moines. 
vaman. . 
:1-""----------~~I----
Paleozoic .. Carboniferous.," 
. Lower, or Mississip-
. pian; . 
'St. Louis. 
Augusta; 
E;iiiderhook. 
Marshaut'wn 
shales. 
LeGrand 
beds; 
Hannibal 
'shales? 
TheLow~r, Carhqriiferous forms 'an" unbroken platform upon 
"\Vb.ichal1of the· h1terdeposits.rest .. The coal measllrespar-
. ti~nyoverlap this formaUo:nand comprise fLboutone~half the 
.. area, of-tllec()unty~ '. Whilethepres~J1tstirface slopes gently -. 
to the 'sotithe::tst, the:unde:rIying stratified rocks are" inclined 
tothe,~-s6utb.west··or at right-angles to the general surface. 
'. incii~atlon. rrlieaveragedip of the strata '. h:l about fifteen 
'····feetpermile:ih the, eastern portion .. of the county, but the 
_beds_becdm~-almost perf~ctly fiat to the westward. 
"Tltedeeper stratahaveo~ly been explored at one pOint,-" 
·• .. Marsh~Ultowil .. The following is the sequence of strata' passed 
through in sinkinK the deepweIl',near the city water· works . 
Therecord*isbasedonsample.drillings saved by Dr. W. S . 
. McBride of Marshalltown. 
TmCKNESS. 
'. 13 .. Limestone; light gray in fine sand, with' 
.. many. angular fragment.s of limpid quartz 
. at 68 feet_.:._-____ ~..; ___ .. .:. ____ ~ _______ .. ___ _ 
12.· Limestone, light yellow, compact, earthy 
luster; threesamples __________ :- _______ :- 45 
11. Limestone, . brown, C'l'ystalline, cherty, at' 
115' ______ . _______ ·0· ___ ..: ________________ - __ 30 
.. : .., , 
70 
115 . 
145 
" '" P'rPt. W. H. Norton kiIidIy loa.ned to the writer his manuscript on the Marshalltown well, 
a.nd from it the recorded descriptions and interpretations are taken almost verbatim. 
212 
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THICKNESS. DEPTH. 
10.. Shale, soft, light green, calcareous;.f ____ .. 175 320 
9. Limestone {?)no san:iples ___ ~ _____________ i45 465 
'8. Limestone, hard, brown; gray and brown ' 
, crystalline, rapid effervescence, samples 
at 465 ahd MO~._~ __ .; _______ .:. ___________ .155 620 
7. , Dolomite, yell0:W, gypseous and cherty ____ 55 675 
6. Limestone, magnesian, brown, samples at 
675,690 and 700, cherty at 675. ___ .;. ______ 95 770 
5. Dolomite., cherty and gypseous; drillings 
consist mostly ,of white andtransluce:rit 
chert __ ~~ __ ,-' _______________ ... __ ..:_..: _______ 30 800 
,4, Chert, white and translucent; samples at 
800 ___ ~ ... ____________ .. ________ ;. ___ . ______ 75 (?)875 
3. , Limestone, rapid effervescence; drillings 
consist alrriostwholly of chert withsoIile 
, gypsum, ~mples at 875 and 900 ________ 15 915 
2. Dolomite, white in powder, with some 
chertandgypsu:m ___________________ ", ___ 10 925 
1. Shale, blue and green-gray, non-calcareous' 
ill sa:mples,925 tob'ottomof boring at_ 95 1,020 
NO. 
11, 12, 13. 
10. 
SUMMARY. 
, 'THICKNESS DEPTH 
FORMATION. -'-FEET. -FEET. 
Mississippian(Kinderhooklimestone) 145 145 
Kinderhook(Shales) ____ ~ __ '- ____ ., ___ 175 , 320 
8, 9. Devonian ________________ ' _________ -;.300620 
2-7. Silurian ____ .. _________________ '- __ " __ 305 925 
1. Maquoketa p~netrated---'----..;------ 95 1,020, 
The sub-crystalline gray limestone and the buff magnesian 
limestone which attain ' suchpromiriencein the exposures 
near Le Grand can be recognized as ,Nos. 13 and 10 respect-
ively in the above section; but notrace' of the equally promi.;. 
nent oolite and blue sandstone is td be found in the drill-
. ings. The whole assemblage of limestones above the green 
shale undoubtedly belong to the Kinderhook, while the taxo-
nomic relations of the shale itself are not so clear., For the 
present, perhaps, it isbest t9 follow Profe~sor Norton and pro-
visionally treat the formation as belonging to the Kinder-
hook, although latter developments may show it to be in part 
Devonian. Mr. C.N. Hutson, well driller, reports 260 fe,et of 
shale penetrated in sinking a well 'at the glucose works in the 
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south part of town. This heavy bed of ,shale does not outcrop 
any place in the county, nor, so far as known, any place in 
central Iowa, but its stratigraphic position seems to be the 
same as the thick, shales encountered in the deep wells at 
Ottumwa and Sigourney* and the blue shale which outcr0ps 
at the base of the bluffs along the Mississippi river at Bur-
ington. t 
The section ends in the Maquoketa shales which forms a 
well defined terrain throughout central Iowa, which may be 
taken as a standard of refere~ce to determine the general dip 
of the deeper strata for this region. At Ackley and Cedar 
Rapids:):' this formation is reached at about 400 and 300 feet 
respectively above sea level. At Marshalltown the top of the 
shale is fifty feet below tide, while at, Ames the shale rises 
more than 100 feet above sealevel. 
Standard Sections. 
The best exposures are found in the vicinity of Quarry and 
Le Grand along the Iowa river. The Le Grand Quarry Co. in 
the development of their property have laid open to inspec-
tion sections which aggregate nearly two miles in length anet 
nearly' one hundred feet in yertical thickness. Other sections, 
of less importance may be observed where the smaller streams 
cross the Kinderhook escarpment, as, for example, on Timber, 
Linn and Honey creeks, and near the towns of Albion and 
Bangor. 
The' following sequence of beds maybe observed at the 
East quarries near Le Grand. 
SECTION 1. 
,FEET. INCHE~. 
18. Loess,interstratifiedsands and silts below __ 16 
17. Bowlder clay oxidized a deep brown and con-
taiillngbowlders much decayed _________ 540 
16. Limestone, sub-crystalline, pebbly__________ 3 
15. Oolite, fine-grained, with many brecciated 
,graiJls ___________________ c._______________ 4: 
-----
* Geology of Iowa, vol. III, pp. 203-205, pl. xviii, 1893. 
tGeology of Iowa, vol. I,pp.192-193, 1870. 
" :; Geology of Iowa, Vol. III, 1>p.189-192 and 195-197. 1893. 
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FEET. 
14. Limes:tone, gray, slightly oolitic ______ ~_____ 2 
13. Liniestone, gray above, and yellow below _ _ _ 2 
12, -Limestone, -buff, magnesian, rather heaVily 
bedded, bisected by chert band about four 
feet from th~ base _____________________ ;._ 9 
11. Limestone, mixed gray, blue and buff, 
breaks very irregularly (" Brindle; f of the 
INCHES. 
6 
quarrymen) ________ ~ ______ :___ __ ____ __ __ 3 6 
10. Chert -'_-____ -_______ .. _-________ -'______________ 4: 
~ 9. Limestone, soft, yellow, in thin layers and 
arenaceous; earthy in places___ __________ 2 6 
8. Chert ___ ~ _______ .. ________ .. ___ . __________ ;. __ - 4 
7. Limestone, blue, variegated to yellow-brown 6 
6. Chert .. __________ .__________________________ 3 
5. Fossil.;breccia with lenses of crystal calcite _ / 1 
4. Limestone, buff, magnesian, fine even_ tex-
ture and massive; cherty, concretions 
scattered promiscuously thrciugho~t. One 
quitepersistentband of chert about four 
feet from the base __ ~~ ____ ~_~ ___ ~ ________ 12 
3. Limestone, blue, variegated to brown, hard, 
concholdaFfracture,and in heavy layers_ 3 
2.- Oolite, _in layers, 14, 12,8, 9,6,36,26,24 and 
.42 inches in thickness ________ ~ __________ 15 
1. Sandstone, fine~grained, blue, calciferous, in -
part shaly (exposed) _____________________ 10 
6 
No. 1 in the above section is exposed in the quarry north 
of the river and appears at no other pointinthecounty._ The 
dip is about four d(3grees to the southwest, andtbis, with the 
slope of the stream, soon carries the beds below the surface. 
Near Indiantown, in Tama county, the base of_ the oolite lies __ 
more than twenty feet above the water level, while at the 
west quarry both oolite and sandstone have passed below the 
bed of the river, and N9. 16 has a thickness of about twelve 
feet. The upper layers at Le Grand pr?bably form .the base 
of the section at ~Iarshalltown. At the latter place the fol-
lowing series, which consist' principally. of shales, maybe seen 
near the Woodbury flouring mills. 
.. 
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SECTION II. 
FEET. 7. Loess, sandy __________________________________________ 2 
6 .. Clays, andsa~dswithsome bowlders, variegated; highly 
oxidized in streaks _________________ • _______________ 6 
5. Calcareous, pebbly material containing large chert con-
cretions; the original limestone structure is almost 
obliterated _________________________________________ 4 
4. Shale, ash-blue, graduating downward into arenaceous 
beds ____________ ' ___________________________________ 6 
3. Limestone, arenaceous, impure ___________ : ____________ 2 
2. Shale, dark blue, slightly sandy and concretionary and 
slacks rapidly on exposure; many of the fragments 
spotted with white flocculent materiaL _____________ 4 
1. Limestone, brown, sub-crystalline, base ______________ _ 
215 
All of th~ beds are more or less irregular and are cut out 
eastward. A continuation of the above exposure, in the form 
of a low ridge, runs southwestward from the mill, departing 
somewhat from the river, and perhaps outlining the position of 
an old escarpment. The ridge continues f01; nearly a mile, 
gradually wanes and passes under the drift bluff at the Sol-
diers" home. 
FIG. 26. The upper Le Grand beds as exposed at Rockton. 
19G. Rep. ' 
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At Rockton the upper portion of -section 1 IS duplicated 
almost perfectly .. 
SECTIONUI. ROCKTON. 
FEET, 
6. Loess andsoil ________________ ..: ______________________ -1-3 
5. Till,yellow (Iowan). ________________________________ ;.. 2-4. 
4. Till, reddish-brown, sometimes blue below (Kansan) _ 0-3 
3. -Limestone, broWn, subccrystalline, rubbly ___________ 3-5 
2. Limestone, oolitic, heavy bedded ________________ .;___ 5 
1. Limestone, gray-brown, beds thinner and slightly 
argillaceous-_______ ..: ____ . ______ -'_-' ____________ ..:_~.. 2 
Two drift sheets are represent~d here. Numerous granitic 
FIG. 27. The Le Grand beds as expose~ori·Ti~hercreek at the 1. C. Ry. crossing. The loess 
ma.intains a vertical scarp, while"(,he Kansan till slopes. -
bowlders. are present in the base of the Iowan in places. 
Numbers 1,2 and 3 in the above section may be referred to 
Nos. 14, 15 and 16 respectively in section 1. 
. 
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At the point where the Iowa Central railway crosses Tim-
ber creek a slightly different facies of the Kinderhook beds 
maybe observed. 
8. 
7. 
6. 
5. 
4. 
3. 
<) 
'-'. 
1. 
SEcrION IV. TIMBER CREEK. . 
FE~T. 
Loess, sandy, below ____ . __ :, _____ .: _____________________ 10 
Bowlder clay (Kansan) ____________ .----.,.- ______ ~_____ 6 
Limestone, broWIi, sub-crystalline, thinly bedded, and 
rubbly abo.ve, heavier below ______________ ;._______ 8 
Limestone, yellow, brittle,' with' occasioLal small 
, caverns decorated with concretionary calcite __ ~___ It 
Limestone, blue, hard, brittle ___ ~____________________ 2 
Oolite in three layers, 8, 22 and 6 inches respectively _ 3 
Limestone, gray-brown, with layers of blue, sub-crys-
talline limestoni;\ interbedd-ed ______________________ . 6 
Limestone, gray-hlue, dose >textured, soft when first 
exposed, weathered portion, yellow; layers vary 
from 6 to 18 inches, very evenly bedded, magnesian 12 
~he oolite in the Timber creek section is undoubtedly the 
equivalent of the oolite exposed at Rockton· 3Jnd the "upper 
oolite" of. section 1, numbers 1-6, in the above section find 
.. their counterparts in 12-16intheLe Grandsection, with the 
po~sible exception of number 5, which was notrecognized 
. far,ther north. The differences in physical properties .. and 
.·co~orationarelargely" if not wholly, due to the differences in 
weathering. The Tiinber creek beds are better . protected 
than, those at Le 'Grand. . The prevailing colors of the 
unweathered product are shades of blue and gray, while tones 
of yellow and buff are brought about through the action of 
weath~ring ::iJgencies. The hardness of the Timber creek 
stone increases on 'exposure. 
, 
SECTION v. 
(Tp. 83 N.,R.' XVIII W., Sec. 8, Sw. qr., S'e. -t.) 
FEET. 3. Loess ________________ -, _______________________ :.: _______ 1-3 
2. _Till, oxidized throughout a deep brawn ____ , ___________ 2-5 
l. Sandstone,reddish-brown in heavy beds, certain lay-
:ers show oblique bedding, exposed . ___________ • ___ 12 
. The sandstone exhibits a conglomeratic facies in part. 
Well polished grains of sand and gravel 'are held in a matrix 
,:", ~ . ..'. ..... .':) ~ ';'.' : .:.~. . - .' 
.' .-~ ." 
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of· ferric· oxide. ·Some of . the iron oxide·is often in the form 
of small nodules whichfreqllently-are-hoHow and p(js~essthe. 
concentric structure peculiar to. conc~~tions. Throughout .. 
the beds are . the ~mpressions of thetrunk~ and ·branches of 
.. trees which have retained their woody structure in a remark", . 
. . ~ . '. 
able degree, although their original organic substance has 
been entirely replaced by mineral matter. Insomeinstances 
a pulverulent ash surrounded . by a highly £erruginated shield .. 
are the only remains. In one case,a central core. of very-
FIG. 28. C~rbOnife~(jussandstonem:T1iU1:ler- cre~kt6Wnshl:P' Sac. 8; Sw. qr., Se. >i., 
.r; ~ . 
hard material, almost quartzitic, was noted; around this a 
zone of wood fiber, alid surroundfng all the:coIlcentric ferrug-
inbus shield. . All of the stems were in a recumbent position. 
No faunal remains could he found . 
. Geological FQrmations. 
CARBO~lFEROUS SY3TEM. 
With a fewunimpor-tant exceptions, the stratified rocks in 
the western ha~ of the county are entirely concealed by the 
Pleistocene deposits. Rocks of the LowerCarbonifer<?us age· _ 
.. ' 
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have been exposed northwest of Liscomb near the Iowa river, 
and also east of Bangor on Honey creek. Coal measure' out-
croppings ,appear on Honey creek and along the Iowa river 
betwee'D: Bangor and Albion. . -
MISSISSIPPIAN SERIES • 
.. ' . 
. Owen"in ,his description of the _ Carboniferous rocks of the 
," Iowa river.: definitely referred the rocks expo~ed near Le 
Grand to-the Sub carboniferous. , He says in part: "It was 
not,liowever; until reaching the northwest corner of Tama 
county. that rocks of the8ubcarboniferous era' were seen 
unequiv()cally in place. Here, on the left bank of the Iowa, ' 
"* "*. * both oolitic andencrinital beds of Carboniferous 
, iimestone protrude; and 'where the river cr9sses the corner of 
'. Marshall county the ~haracteristic fossil, Pent'remites py'ri-; 
",·,formiswas found,along with Tereb1'atula plano-suloata, Sp~ri­
fer striatusandPrOd11,otu8.8emiretiouZatu$." Heal~;o calls atten-
tion to the'change in the surface 'configuration, the beginning 
·of a 1l10revigorous topOgraphy, 'an~ the increased growth 'of 
thnber,hothof ,which, perhaps, are more or less independent 
,', 'or the c.ountry rock,but -mark the transition of the drift 
, plain into the.loess~drift topography. , ' 
',J.D.'Whitney describes a section on Timber creek and dis-' 
poses oftheexposuresn.earlndiantown and Le Grand as fol-
,lows:, "About one-half mile northwest 9f the town [Indian-
~ownJathin:b~dded, b~ittle limestone with a' pinkish tinge is 
'seen cropping out along thee s~mmits of the low ridges, 
"', * ,* *' succe'eded, inadescendillg order, by thin layers of 
whit~ crystalline limestone filled with 'fragments of crinoidal 
colun;ms. 'These-layers contain intercalated , masses of chert, 
and,' some of the beds are oolitic in structure, t~e whole 
assemblage closely resetn bling the outcrop of the Burlington 
" member of the Carboniferous limestone as seen at that place. 
*' * * In sOn;le loose masses of oolitic limestones *' * * 
there ,were found specimens of, Spirifer (?) , and an 
A vicula resembling A. rJv;tJ'ionensis Shumard." 
'" Geology of Iow&, Pt. 1, pp. 2117-8, 1858. 
••••• e : •• 
, , . 
, , , 
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White, in, his discussion ofth~ "Carboniferous Systeni,"~ , 
describes the section at Indiantown,' which is p;aetically the 
same as the'exposures atl:eGrand,as consisting ·of . 
.n:.'l. 
a. ,Soft ,irregularly "Pedded' m,agIiesian ,lim~stone passing 
. , 
, up into purer and more regularly bedded limestone 40 . 
2. Light gray, oolitic liIriestonein hea.vylayers _________ 15 
1. , Yellowish, shaly, fine-grained saD,dstone __ ,..;. ___ ,.. ____ ~_ 20 
'Continuing he says: ,.,' The chal'acteristicfossilsof theKin~ , 
derhookformation prevaii"throughout:the"wh()le series of.' 
beds found at lndiaritown, even. inciuding the whole forty feet' 
of .No., 3. ,Although. ,the upper part ()f No;. 3 presen~s the 
, ,lithological,.app.ear~ce .. O'f>some~'pa:rtsof the Burlington lime~ 
stone,yet its distinctive paleontological characters are want-' 
, ing or' feebly shown. The' whole is therefore: referred'to the 
epoch.. of .the Killderhook h~ds,~,espeGially . since tb,e line~i , 
demaFkati(:)n.between--therocks, of'trusepoch ant! those of ,the 
, Btirling-tonliinestone-· is, nowhere definite. ;, , , 
Wachsmuth andSpriIiger,t,ilftheirchapter on·the.crjnoids·· . 
and blastoid8.-from:Le~ Grand, Iowa,:. accept Whlte;s., reference ' 
of Nos. 1 and: 2 in the abq:ve :sectidnj but. 0 b~erve tluit the' 
upper part of No.3,. of. the-LaGramlarn,dlndian.townsections 
is, intheir"oplnion,veryprobaplythe repr~se:ritatrve -in part ',' '., 
of the Lower BurUngton limestQne~ 'A specimen of.Ai}tinom:~i~: 
nU8 p'robo8cidialis which is one of the <most 'characteristic 
" species., of the Lowel' Burlington, is· me~tidned as' haviIig been,' 
, foUndintb.e upper layers; and ,these authors suggest that the 
upward limit of the Kinderhook is coincident with 'upper ,.* 
limits of the magnesian limeStOlle. ' 
To ,summarize briefly, Owen, and ,·Whitney ;considered, the 
Le Grand beds. to. be the equivalents.-ofthei'encrinit~l- f()rma-" 
tions,-theLower Burlillg.~on-limestone- 'atBurlington, the· 
correlation beingbased-almost:.wholly Oll' lithological resem-; 
blances. White defini~ely assigns the assemblage·to the" 
Ki~derhoo-k asdefined.byMeek and Worthen-, basing hisopin~ , 
* Geology Iowa.. Yolo I. pp, 195-7, 1870. 
t Geol."Snr. nlmols,-yoL VIII. pp.-155-208; 189<k 
.. 
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ion onpaleontologic evidence; while Wachsmuth and Springert 
in',their study of the echinodermatous remains in the beds, 
confirm White's reference, in the main, but suggest the prob-
. .., -.' . 
ability of certain of the upper layers belonging to the Lower 
Burlington. 
The present investigation affords ho reason to dissent from 
Professor White's reference. Professor Calvin. has kindly 
iden~ified a series of fossils collected at Le Grand, Timber 
creek a~d Rockton, some of which were taken from the 
extreme uppermost strata,. and he finds them to possess dis .. 
tincti velyKinderhook ·characters. . 
KINDERHOOK • 
. The Kinderhook beds in Marshall county att~in a.maximum 
thickness of, nearly 150 feet. * The entire sequence may be 
FIG. 29. Kinderhook outlier •. Marshall-Tama line on the Iowa river. 
observed by visiting two sections. The greater portion of 
the section is exposed at Le Grand, while the uppermost beds· 
may be seen at Marshalltown. 
THE LE GRAND BEDS. 
The Le Grand beds comprise a total thickness of about 135 
feet, as evidenced by the deep wells in Marshalltown which 
penetrate these deposits. Scarcely 100 feet of strata are 
* The above estimate does not include the 175 teet of shale exhibited in the Marshalltown 
deep well, which is doubtfully reterred to the Kinderhook: 
, fa 
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exposed at the Le Grand when all, of the outcrops are com-
bined. Although the Le Grand beds constitute a stratl~ 
"- ., .. " "-., . .: •.... ~~ .- .. ~. .," 
FIG. 30. Le'Griindbeds 8.sexposed::a.tsouthwest quarry,La' Gra.nd.~;(i),OoUte, (2),Ohert,bed;;, 
l (3t Odnoidzone, (4:) Ice-pla.ned: suX!li.ce ~t: tllebrown andgra.y subcrJstaUine limelltone. 
.... - -.... -:: :--._;: . . - . ..- . 
graphic tin It" "for 'convenience of discussion they may be sub-
divided ;.lithologically'into four fairly· well," worked t~rrains, 
as follo~s :" ," ,"' ,', " , ' 
~.. \...-. 
FEET. 
4. Brown and gray sUbcrystalline limestone _ .,,:.. __ ;.. ___ ~ __ 30 
3. Buff magnesian limestone, cherty below'_~ _________ ,, __ 35 
2. Gray'"'white oolite ____ ~- __ '- ____________ ~ ___________ ~ __ ' 15 
1. Ai'gillaceous,blue sandstone ____ : ___ ~--- __ -_--_-_--_-20 
The lowest member, -consists of a very soft, fine-:grained 
bluish white sandstone, slightly argillaceous above and he~vy 
bedded below.' The s'andstone is, exposed dnly at the north-
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east quarry within the limits of the county. At Indiantown, 
about two miles east of Le Grand, the sandstone is very fri-
able and takes on a yellowish tone due to weathering. Casts 
of· fos~ils ivere observed. 
The oolitic member is in very heavy layers and is evenly 
bedded. It is of a gray-white, color and is only exposed in 
. the two east quarries at Le Grand.. This terrain is fossilifer':' 
ous t~roughout. The principal forms recognized were:' 
Entoliurn circulu8 Shumard. ,-
Straparollu8 latu8 Hall. 
Productu8 sp. (?) and fish spines and plates; 
The third member coinpri~es abo,ut thirty-five feet of homo-
geneous, fine-grained, buff, .magn~sian limestone, which, 
lithologically and faunally" way. be subdivided into three 
zones. 
FEET. 
3. Heavy bedded maghesi/ln limestone; barren zone _____ 12 
2. Arenaceous marly layers; Encrinital zone____ ________ 4 
.
'1. '. . . 5 Barre:Q. zone, 1~ feet} 
Chert beds t Chonetes zone 8 feet ----------- ------ 20 
. ..'.- . 
The chert beds consist 0;1; irregularly bedded magnesian 
limestone, much divided by quite persistent chert bands and 
cherty concretions scattered promiscuously througho'ut the 
deposit. This division is almost devoid of organic remains, 
save in the chert bands and ass,ociated layers near the base, 
which are ,closely set with Chonetes. "Productu8 arCZtatu8 
Hall, was found along with the Chonetes. The chert beds 
are separated from the oolite by aovariegated, heavily bedded, 
sub crystalline brown -and blue limestone, whose most char-
acteristic organic remains are fish spines. A large spine of 
Ctenacanthus, similar to a jurcic([/rin0tu8 ofN ewberry, was 
found in this layer. 
The middle layers are thinly bedded and of a marly arena-
ceous character, forming a fit. recept~cle for the abundant 
crinoidal fauna whi<:h they contain. More than nine-tenths of 
the Echinodermatousremains found at this locality were con-
. fined to these shaly, marly layers, which have an' aggregate' 
,I 
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thickness of less than four feet, andmay,fittingly,be'<iesig-"" 
nated the," Encrinital zone."" "', ,',' ' , 
Wachsmuth and Springer ,* the eminent 'authorities ,on the 
Paleozoic, Pellllato:zoa, have describedthe.following species 
of crinoids, and hlastoids 'tromthe Le GrandlJeds: : ' 
, Ath~1worinus ornati8sinusW~&-Sp.' 
'Athinoorinus '(wdobroohia"tusW. & .Sp . 
.Athino(}1~nU8 (JfJ'noldi W •. & -8p. 
Heqi8toorinU8' nolJiliBW.& 8p. 
Jfe{1istoorinus pa1'VU8 W.& Sp. 
BatoorinU8 raaobJoid6iW. '& Sp., ! 
noryorinusimmatur1/-s W~ '&-8p. 
noryorin'f!;8 radiatusW. &~p. 
nory<trinus parvibasis _W. &Sp. 
'Rhodoorinus kirbyi W. &·Sp. • 
'Rhodoorinus rianus 'Meek' &' Worthen~ 
Rhodoorinus watersia.riit8W. & Sp. '" 
'Platyc"l'inu~ Bym/llU3t'J~icusW. & Sp~' '" _, 
Platyorinusplaftits Owen '&Shummard? 
'niohoorinus inornatus W. & Sp. 
'. 
Grapkioorinus lonqioirrijer,W. & Sp~ ',!-
Soaphiocrinu8 eleqantulu8 W,~ & Sp. 
SoaphioorinusqlQbosusW. &Sp. 
,Tamoorinus jletohe'ri . Worthen. , ' " 
Tamoori'l1t..U8interirwdiu8 W.,& Sp. ' 
Orophoorinu8' ooniiJus W. & Sp. 
Oroplworinus· jusijarms, W.' & Sp., .. 
In describing the mode of "occurrence a~dformer habitat 
, and s~ate of preservat~op. of this most interesting a.ssemblage. 
of, . organisms; ,the ab.ove' authors write 'as follows: ," It 
appears that the Le Grand crinoids were deposited in very 
quiet waters, and in many" cases were imbedded just as they' 
died. , They occur. in nestsa.nd· colonies, andgeliera~nd 
species are commingled indiscriminately. , It' is, therefore;" a 
curious fact that while the specimens of some species are of 
• ~eologlca.l 'BUrT. illinois, vol. VIII, pp.157-205. 1890. 
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pure calcareous, composition and or a lightcolor,- those of 
others,under precisely"similar conditions, lying side by side 
with them, sometimes even with stems and arms intertwined, 
'are harder and of a very dark b:rownish-gray color. *, * * 
The stems are short, ',' * ' *" * ,and is worthy or note that in, 
allourpedectspecimens from Le Grand *, * * taper to 
a fine point, giving off rootlets in all directions, and there. is 
in no instance any indication of an attachment by the column 
to a solid substance * * *. Taking everything into con-
sideration, it seems to us the numerous small rootlets, spread-
ing in all directions lead to the ,conclusion that those crinoids, 
'with but 'few excepti()ns, either lived upon a soft, oozy bot-
tom, in which they were rooted like plants, or that the rootlets 
served as ,an anchor by which the animal attached itself to 
foreign bodies." 
The brachiopo~ousfallna is represented as follows in this 
zone: . 
Spirijer biJplioatus. Hall. 
Orthotlwtesorenistria Phillips. 
Rhynohonella 8p (?). 
" 'Spirijer sp (?); , . 
The, upper-layers of the magnesian limestone consist of' 
heavy beds two to four feet in thickness and rather evenly , ' 
hedded. A chert band bisects the division near its middle, ' 
butotherwise it is quite free' from siliceous matter. Fossils 
are rare. 
The magnesian limestone is exposed in its entirety in the 
two east quarries at LeGrand. At the west' quarry the upper 
, two divisions only are exposed. At the Timber creek quarry 
the top of the upper divisionisb~t little above water and this 
division alone has been e.xplored. These are the only locali-
ties where this formation appears in the county. 
The uppermost LeGrand beds comprise a composite series 
consisting in·the main of gray or brown, sub crystalline lime-
stone, and gray oolite. This Qolitic layer is near the base 
and is composed of four 'feet of typical oolite resting on two 
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feet and 'a half of shell breccia with an oalitic facies. The 
limestone above the oolite is hard, thinly bedded and rubbly 
in character. Occasionally chert bands are present, but they 
are less abundant thanin the. magnesian layers. 'The whole 
assemblage is highly fossiliferous throughout, the chief forms 
being: 
8pirijer 8ubrotundu8 Hall. 
, 8pirijer extemlatus (?) Hall. 
Spi'l'ijer biplicat1tsHall. 
Orthothetes crenistria Phillips. 
Rhynchonella, sp {?). 
Terebratula, sp (?). 
Fish remains and crinoid stems are oftenpr~sent in abund-
ance, but Actinocl'inU8 proboscidialis Hall, is the on~y crinoid 
" calyx described from these beds. 
"rhe upper division is present wherever the Le Grand beds 
have been recognized within the limi~s of the county.' It 
plays an important role in the, Kinderhook escarpment,whose 
position is approximately marked out by a line passing 
through the Le Grand, Rockton, Corrick and Liscomb 
quarries. The valleys of the streams which have cut into 
the country rock are constricted where they C);oss this line. 
This is best seen in the valley of the Iowa itself. ,,(See Pleis-
tocene map.) The most extreme westward outcrops may be 
noted on the Iowa river north of the Soldiers' Home, on North 
~. -
Timber creek, and on South Timber creek near Ferguson. At 
the last three places only the thIn bedded, brown, subcrystal-
line limestone may be seen. -, 
MARSHALLTOWN SHALES •. 
About fifteen feet of argillo-calcareous beds are exposed ' 
near the Marshalltown FlQuring Mills. They consist of ash-
blue to deep blue shales interbedded with argillaceous lime:.. 
stones. Chert nodules arep:resent in the upp~ calcareous 
layers. After diligent search no "'trace of organic remains 
could be found. In the absence of distinctive characters these 
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. beds may be referred conditionally to the Kinderhook Con-
cretigns similar to those mentioned above are found along the 
river westward to the great bend, but not in place. 
AUGUSTA. 
Although Hall considers the' Le Grand beds to be the 
. equivalent of the Lower Burlington and Wachsmuth and 
Springer have suggested the pr9bableequivalency .of the 
broWn sub crystalline layers atLe Grand with the same forma-
tion; yet the matter now stands pretty much as it did more 
than a quarter of a century ago, when White failed to :find 
sufficient reason for the differentiation of the Lower Carbon-
iferous iri Marshall county. With the data in hand at the pres-
ent time the Augusta. cannot be recognized definitely within 
the confines of the county. 
SAINT LOUIS. 
In Bangor township in the Sw. qr., Sw. 1- of Sec. 16, a 
heavily bedded, close-textured limestone is quarrled in the 
bottom of Honey creek The rock is of a dark, ash-gray 
color and contains some small, cherty concretions. . Iron 
pyrites occur inbands and sheets in certain layers. The rock 
breaks with an uneven or hackley fracture, and some blocks 
give a metallic chink when struck with a hammer. . No fossils 
could be found. Lithologically, these beds have a very close 
resemblance to the lithographic facies 6f the ·Saint Louis 
limestone as exhibited at the quarries north of ~mes. on the 
Skunk river, and 'at Webster City on the Boone river. The 
area is mapped as Kinderhook, but probably should be 
referred tothe Saint Louis. Coal measures overlie these beds 
at this point. 
DES MOINES STAGE. 
The coal measures (Des Moines) overlap the Lower Carbon-
iferous ,formation in an irregular manner and occupy nearly 
one-half the superficial area 'of the county. The general 
trend of the overlapping edge of the formation is east of 
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south, extending from the northeast corner of Bangor town-
ship to the southwest corner of Green Castle township. ,There 
are reentrant angles where the principal streams make their 
exit from the measures, with the exception of Middle Timber 
creek; there being an extension at this point. A. prolonga;-
tion' of the coal' measures' extends' ,westward into Iowa and 
Liscomb townships and may have been at one time continuous 
with the outlier in Vienna and Taylor townships, which marks 
, -
-the extreme eastward limit of the Des Moines in the C(Hlnty. 
Outcroppingsof the coal measuresare few and unimportant, 
so perfect is their concealment by- the glacial debris. -At 
certain points along the Iowa river northwest of Albion on-
Hbn~ycreek,a thin coal Seam along with carbonaceous shale 
may be noted. In Timber Creek township -a h(3avilybedded, 
red 'sandstone appears along a tributary of Linn creek, near 
the Chicago Great Western railway on sections Sand -',9. 
Outcrops of the same beds may be observed near the water 
-levelon the~1iddle Timber in sections 26 and 34. Awayf~om 
the margin there are no exposures of the Des Moines in the 
region. The deeper wells in the vicinity of -State Center 
undoubtedly penetrate the coal measures, which consist 
largely of shales. In sinking a well for Emanuel Hepner, 
Tp. 85, N., R. XVII W., Sec. 30, Se. qr., Ne.1-, the follo'Ying 
sequence of ,strata was reported. 
FEET. INCHES. 
Loess anddrift ___ , __ .. ___ •• __ •• _ ____ _ _ _ ____ _ _ ____ 120 
Sandy, shelly rock, greenish yellow _____________ 2 
Coal _______ '-. __________________________ . ___ ~ ___ _ 
Red sandstone, soft _________________ '- .. _"' _________ ,16 
Argillaceous limestone, veryhard ______________ ,.. 1 
, 
Argillaceous shale, light, ash-color_.: ____________ 13 
Coal, carbonaceous shale and fire clay .---.,----- 6-
Hard, gray lime;tone(penetrated) ________ ..:- _____ 10 
Other wells in the vicinity are reported to exhibit a similar _ 
sequence. The lIepner well seems' to be near the center of 
the outlier and hence the maximum thickness of the measures 
in this region may be taken as approximately forty feet. The 
Des Moines is doubtless much thickeFin the western portion 
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of the county, but at prese.nt no well authenticated records 
are at hand. 
Here, _ as elsewhere in Iowa, the Des Moines stage of the 
Upper Carboniferous consists essentially of shales and sand-
stones, with occasional layers of argillaceous limestones and 
sealllsofcoal, all of which are. interbedded in an intricate-
manner. The shales predominate in Marshall county and 
vary structurally from massive structureless clays through 
clayey shales to· fissile shales; texturally form the purest 
shales through arenaceous shales to argillaceous sandstones. . 
Colors are equally variable from the gray-white fire clays to 
the j et-black carbonaceous shales. 
The prevailing sandstones are in shades of red, but in other 
regions, where better exposed, they are found to be equally 
as variable_-in physical properties as are the shales. 
_ So far as at present known the argillaceous limestones and 
coalseams are sparingly developed in this territory. 
PLEISTOCENE. 
- With -a few unimportant exceptions where the larger 
streams have succeeded in cutting through and exposing the 
older formations, the Pleistocene deposits form a cont~nuous 
mantle- over the entire county. They are composed essen-
tiallyof bowlder clays,sands, gravels and silts, often inter-
bedded and intermingled in a most comp~ex manner. Bowl-
-_ dersare not uncommon attendants to this most heterogeneous 
. assetnblage. -The average thickness of the glacial debris on 
_- the uplands in this region, is upwards of 100 feet, and the 
present surface features are sculptured almost wholly in this 
material. At certain points in the county much greater depths 
are attained. In Eden _ Tp. -on the northw_est quarter of 
sectionS, 190 feet w.as reported; Jefferson Tp., Sw. qr. 
of Sec. 22, 220reet; Marietta Tp.,Sw. qr. of Sec. 25, 212 feet; 
Liscomb Tp., N~. qr., Sec. 22, 260 feet; Taylor Tp., See gr., 
of Sec. 1, 300 feet, and on the Sw. qr., 400 feet of drift was 
penetrated. In the latter township there seems to be a rock-
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bound gorge trending northeast-southwest, bisecting sections 
1 and 11, and more tha11 a half mile in Width. ' The southern 
wall of the ,gorge -is apparently very abrupt, while the north 
wall rises gradually. ,'The rock rises to seventy Or eighty 
feet of the su~ffacewithilihalf a mile southeast?£. the 1in~.of, 
the ,gorge." Northward the .rock is reached 190 and 180Jeet 
'beiow~thesurface on theSw. and Nw.qrs.of. ,section '2, 
respectively. The inequality of, the slopes of 'this buried 
channel isan~logotistothat'of the great majority of the Iowa 
'streams' of the present day.' The south ftankis almost uni-
versally the more abrupt. * 
Although there are occasional hints of preglacial chanm31s 
arid depreSSIons, none can be mapped definitely, and the gen-
eral testimony of the· drift wells is· that the preglacialtopog-, 
raphy was'milder tha~~hat of the present time. The type' of 
topographic,maturity. the pure plain, i~ suggested. 
Marshall county has been subjected to, at least three and 
perhaps -four distinct ice invasion~,separated by intervals 
of vigorous erosion. and surface corI'ugation,or surf~ce silt-
ing;The first two ice sheets were followed by gravel trains, 
while the last two were succeeded 'by intervals 'of ,surface, 
silting and alluviumfo'rming, respectively. ' The sequence of 
events may be described briefly in chrollologicalorder, and 
the corresponding deposits arrangedstratigraphtcallyas fol-
lows. 
. ." - . . 
8. ~ Deglaciation and erosion _____ RecentCAlluyium inpart.) 
7. Glaciation (western Jlli1rgin " 
o! county):.. ________ . ____ :- __ -:-Wisconsin till .. 
, 6. ' Deg~aciation and surface silt-
ing __ ;.. _______ ...:_.:: ______ :-:.._.:Loess. ~ 
5. -Glaciation (nQrtheast ~orher)Aowal1till. ' 
~. Deglacia~ion,ari:dvigorous ero- ,. C 
, sion _____ ~_,.---.. ~~----------~Bucha:gangravels. 
3. Glaciation(general) ___ :-_~": ___ Ka.nsan till. 
2. 'Deglaciation and erosion ______ Aftoniangravels. 
1., 'Glaciation, ___ ,..._~ ______ ~ __ .;._~ ~Sub-Aftonial1till. 
* The Wl'iteris indebted toMr. Harry Weatherby for t1J.e recordsIn Taylor township. 'The 
data 1s based on drillers' notes' or derlved!rom a personal interviews wlththerespecHve 
land-owners. Such evidence must be taken with a grain of allowance. The Kinderhook 
,shales lie scarcely 100 tt.et below the general rock surface and might easily be mlstakenfor drift cla s.- ,. " " 
IOWA GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. PLATE VI. 
DRIFT SECTION AT ALBION. 
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SUB-AFTONIAN. 
N 9 tilt sheet below the Kan~an has certainly:heen identified' 
. inthis region. At the Albion mill, about ten Iniles northwest 
of Marshalltown., ·the folloWing sequence of deposits may be, 
ohserved,the basalfuembers of, which ar~ pre-Kansan, and 
may bethe equivalent of the sub-Mtonian ... 
ALBION SECTION. 
, 6. Loess,strati:fied sand and silt below _' ___ '"_:.. .. _._~;. __ 
5. Yellowtill, apparantly wanting in places and often 
represented by characteristic bowlders only. 
(Iowanr __ ~ ____ ' _______ . __ :- ___ :._ ~:..;. _____ ---- _____ . __ 
. 4. Grav~l,bowldersf?ur or :five inches in diameter 
present, granitic me;nbers Qfteninuch dooayoo.; 
limes~ne pebbles common; bowlders of Kansan 
O-H 
adornedwithpehbles noted. (Buchanan) _"' ___ :' 2 
3., Till, upperportio:nuxidized adee:p reddiSh brown, 
, the lower portion u~oxidizedand gray-blue in 
···colorjjointed stru.cturesprominent throughout. ' 
CKansan) ___________ : __ ,._.;.:_,. ________ ~ ___ ' _____ ~.. . 5 
2. Sandand'gr!tvel, stratified,coarser belQw; oxidized 
, in,streaks· and bands approxim.a.telyparallel to 
beddmgplanes. (Aftonian) • ____________ ,;._~____ 10 
1. Bluetill*(Sub,.Aftonian).: _________ ,----------~----- 10 . 
. .. . 
.At the:w~ll· putd~wninsection 7-, in W arrentownship,: for 
Wm .. M.'Wallac~, .. the driliers' record is -as ·foli~ws: 
.... . ... :I'.&lIIT • 
. Yellow clay (loess, Iowan and ,oXidized portion of Kan-
!;Jan) ".,.~ ____ .... _~_:.,.- __ ~_, ____ .:.,. __ .. ____ ~ _______ ";._________ 30 
. Blue·<?l~y'(KaIlsall) ._~ _____ ,. _____ ,._ .. ..::. ____________ :.______ 40 
,Sa.nd'anc;lgrfl,v~rCAfton:ian?}~- .. ;. .. --~-_-----;.-- ___ .. __ ~---" . 30 
Blue:clay (Sub-Aftonian?)- ______ :. _______ ._--:----- ____ ____ 50 
The above records at least suggest the presence of the pr~­
Kansan till sheet, but additional data a~e· ne·cessary before 
.. 1llore ·exp licitstatemen ts·· can· be made concerning its charac-
t~risticsand distribution. 
AFTO~'IAN. 
At the base of the; Albion section ten. feet of stratified sand 
and gravels may be observed. These > beds were laid down, 
. . 
* Not expo'sed, but R; 'vi. Sheets reports ten feet of bowlder clay penetrated In Sinking the 
abutments for the bridge.'·· . . 
2QG. Rep: 
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~n large part, through the agen'cy of running. water. . Many of 
the pebbles an'd small bowlders bearpolished,striatedor 
facetted surfaces, yet thegraniticmeinbe~areoftentimesin 
an ad;anced stage of decay. The relation of thisdeposU/to 
the Kansan is· unquestionable, because till.oftheKansal1 age 
rests immediately upouth¢se beds .. Gravels similarly related 
to the Kansan have been reported.fromvariouspartsof the· 
county, and the maximumthicknessattai11ed is about thirty 
feet. 
The presence of a well marked terranecollsistingof··sands 
and of gravels, m~nyof the pebbles and $maU b<;>wlders of· 
which bear the· unmistakableimpririts'of glaciation,. almost 
necessitate a prei3xistant glacier and its universal product; the. 
till sheet. .Apri~ri, this fact in itself wouid be§)ufficientrea-
son· for suspecting the presence of pre-Kansanglaciati()n (sub., 
Aftonian drift sheet) .. 
KANSAN. 
The Kansan ice covered the entire area under consideration 
- . - - ". - c· . 
, and .extendedfarsouthwestwardintoMissouri"and Kansas, 
receiving its name from the latter, state. Asa till producer 
this great ice she(jt is withoufarival,aridthe 'eiementsofth~ 
present topographic features are boldly outlined in the till of 
this sheet. 
The Kansan drift is composed essentially of . Qowlder clays 
containing pockets of sand and gravel. and occasiollaibowl-
ders of moderate size. . The coloration is almost wholly due . 
to the . state of ()xidation, an4 theformati.onmay be divided . 
arbitrarily into an upper oxidized portion and a lower unoxi~ 
dized _portion. The . oxidized zone v?ries . in color ·from'· a 
bright yellow to a deep reddish brown, while the 'unoxidized 
portion assumes some shade of blue,.~nd constitutes the blue 
clay, hard pan, etc;, of drillers. The degree of leaching to 
which these beds have been subjected varies g:reatly, and 
approximately keeps pace with the process of oxidation. II?--
the cuts along the Chicago Great Western-railway on sections 
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8and 17, in Timber Creek: township,these facts are beauti- -
fully Hlustrated. . The niaximumthickness of Kansan till 
eXl?osedher~ is about£fteenfeet, covered with 3 to 10 feet of 
,loess, the latter being the tliickestupon the hin flanks. Near 
'the line of contact the till is a deep red-brown in color and 
thor()ughly leached. Passing downward, the color becomes 
lighter _ and the leaching less perfect. The lower :five feet of 
the partiaIiy~xidized zone is of _a faded yellow color, and 
,lime concretions similar to those found in the loess which 
Uial'ktheincipitent stages of leaching~re very abundant. 
Thepebb1es and bowldersconsistchiefiyof granites, green-
_ stones and gneisses. In the eastern.half of the county 'frag-
mentsof limpid. quartz and cherty limestones are very com-
mon, while ·:quartzites occur infrequently. Many of. the 
bowlders arefrac.turedand striated. __ The granites and 
gneissesoften crumble on exposure. Fragments' of conifer-
ouswoodarenot uncommon inclusions in the -lower _ porti()n 
• of the 'formation. 
The Kansan tillcQvers,the whole' county save where it has. 
heen removed by erosive agencies. The thickness of the 
slieetvariesfromafewfeet, where iteaps'tlte outliers. of the 
-Kinderhook:tomorethan one hllndredfeetin the uplands of 
thes~llthandwest,with'an average thickness of little less' 
than the latter~gure. The oxidizedporttonis usually rather' 
'more--tha.n ten feet-thick.-
BUCHANAN. 
,The retreat of theI{~nsanice was closely followed by a· 
,- seasonol vigorous erosio~ a:nd a working over of the newly 
deposited drift. This was a time of gravel accumulation. 
Well rounded bowlders of Kansan till -are found in these 
gravel beds and may be taken as evidence of the still frigid 
climate, for it i~reasonable to presume that fragments of 
clay would not permit attrition -and transportation unless 
frozen. At Albion these gravels attainathickness or about· 
two feet· and are typically deve19ped. They are very much 
;.... . ...... :. 
,.': 
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"coarser at this pointt;han those ref~rr~dt9,th~ Aftonian. 
The gravels near Giffordare-probabl:fo~ th~sanieage, but 
are fip.er tex.turedanddistinctly:sti'atifted~- 'During the" 
remainder;' , arid' by far the-greater portion of the inter~glaGial 
ip-terval, ,the surface was,' profo:undly, eroded; "oxidized : and 
teached~ 
IOWAN~; 
-The Ibw~n ice traversed the northe~st part-of M~rshail 
. county and left evidence of its~isit- in the forlli.bf a thill 
sheet of till, and a goodly spriIlkling of bowlders, some of 
'Fla. 31. Iowan bowlder, red granite; situated two and a -h.alimnes~ol'th-o~ Mil.rsh~iltown. 
. '" .. :' - ..... ...... _. .' :.-' .... ". 
which are of enormous, size. Unlike the Kansa,n, the Iow~n " 
contrib~ted but llttle,bowlderclay.' , Expos~res bf_IbwaIltnl 
maybe observedattheAibionmi]]s,R~ckton,the'c~t"salongthe ," 
." "..." ." .. -"" . . ". ,., . " ... .- ".: - " 
wagon roads in the northwestcorher of sectto:n~, Tp. B9_ N., R. " 
'XvIII W.,and variousplacesbet~een sectit>iis 5 and 6,-Tp. , , 
84 N., R. XVIIW. Thisdriftsheetnever-a~tains:IIioretllana,': 
few feet in thicJrness, ,and over perhaps the ,greater portion , 
of the area, the bowlders, many of which occur w;ellup the 
hill flanks, are the only-Witnesses-of its pre~ence.' , q;he Iowall ' " 
tili is light to bright yellow'inGoloI' and is imperfectly oxidized, 
and leached. It is sandier and -lacks the to)lgh, plastic char-
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acter of the Kansan. -The bowlders, both great and small, 
are prevailingly granites, and are much fresher than those 
common to the older drifts. 
The Iowan ice was undoubtedly thin in this region; and the 
extreme advance of the attenuated edge is probably approx-
imately outlined by the Iowa river, but no bowlders were 
observed on the flood plain below Albion . 
. LOESS. 
The loess is a homogeneous, siliceous silt varying from 
light buff to a brownish buff in color .. It in some measure 
reserriblesthe drift after the coarser and finer materials have 
be(3n removed. The constituent particles vary in size from 
FIG. 32; Stra.tified loess, in cla.y pit of Sieg and Size, west of Marshalltown on the Iowa 
. Ceiitralrailway.. 
the fj.nest snt to fine sands and usually present sharp angles. 
-Lime con~retions, l088puppen and l088manchen,are often pres-
entjn great numbers. Structurally, the deposit is uniformily 
massive,-although .in many exposures stratification lines are 
plainly visible. :.Typicalloess possesses the peculiar physical 
.. property by virtue of w:hich it tends to maintain a vertical 
scarp, regardless of its apparently incoherent character, and it 
. . 
:: .... :.- .. -: .:~ 
.. ' .. ·0· 
. -:: 
... : :. . .. ~ . 
.... :. ··0 :.: 
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thereby greatly'sharpensthe contour lines 6~ the regionstll~s 
'. cl~thed. . , ... , ' ". .. '.,. 
" , 
. With the exception ()f the territory covered by the:·WiscOJi ... 
sin . till and a'small ar~a fiearthehortheastco:[.'ne~~',tb.e·'lQess .'. 
ni~ntles th~'e~th'ecollnty,' ~iI'respective6f :a1tihide"sate 
wh~re'remov~(ibytp.e'~t~eams. It is thickest'1it t.he\iicirrlty ,' . 
. ". of .the pfobable.margin·of·'the· Iowan"ice,tliat···is~H)Ilg,the 
, Iow~river,where itattaini a maximumveftical measuretnent . 
of upwards oftw:entyfeet. In this region'tnedeposit always' 
gI'ades down.ward imperceptIbly into stI'ati:fi,ed sands. The 
.. loess 1S relativeiyboth :thickerand'sandiernearthe:g!'ea,ter" . 
waterwaysthanuporitheuplands.· .<On:11iany()fth~bJl1snear . 
the 16waand"ina less 'degree, its greaterttibllt~ries"the: ' .. 
upper . silt ,has peen'rem9ved and the sub-loessiafi;;andsc~ID.~· " 
. prise . the' present, '.' stirface~> Ttus is, ndt~blytJ~ue. 'gf:the'hllis ' . 
. . south of, AIbion' &rid.·· iii :. Marshalltown ·arid· viciriitY~:rrhe,Clii~ . 
cagoGreatW_estern,' crossing ',the, divide,betw-~eri',Linn.'~fid ": :. 
. Tinibercre,eks"lays bare s01nehiter~stiIlg~ factscoric$.~ing . 
the distribution ofthe)qess~>WhHeall·' of the hills'~~re:wh<?lly: 
loess mantled, the depositg·ra~ualiYth.ickensfr()mtb.~'suDimit 
. to the 'slopes arid is largelYdissectedQll;tiil''the:vall~Ys.:-,' / 
The quarries hear t.e;Grandexppsiuom 15to20fee,t6f .. 
'loesswhit3h isslightly'saIldy>tL1?'()Y~; l()ess'a~<l.~andjnt'eflStrat-- . 
ined in the mi,ddle,anditlmostpure sa1i&'at.:'the·'bas~of the .' 
section .• ' Loess. cOll.cretlonsalldfQssiIsw.eren()t noted ..• ·.At ' 
the claypit~'west or lv.la~$hallt6wn.,the'ides,s,isb~autiftinY, . 
.• stra tined ,throughout and ... becolIlesn).ore "siliceous .' . below. 
-Lilne coneretiol1s coccw-'sparlngly; . but, nof()ssils . were Joun,d. : 
The "above, sectiCrn may be,~onsid,ered'typical.fol' :theimme~ 
, diate vicinityofthe Iowa river. Two miles west of Marshall- .. 
town a road cut~xhibits,the following section. . 
. . :. . .... ' ., ' F.ET 
. Typicalloess, sifghtiyarenaceous below ~ __ :;. ____ ;.,._~_·6to8· 
Illterstratified sand and l~s,exposed'. ______ ~________ . 4'-
'Fossils' are abundant' in the upper portionandpersistin 
diminished numbers where lines ,of stratincatiol1:are appar.;. '. 
ent. The principal species identified~ are listed below'. '. 
, . ... . . . . 
* Professor Shimek kbidly iden.tified tlie fossIls fowid hi th~ lOess. 
ORIGIN OF THE LOESS . 
.. Suooinea Clvara Say, very abundant. 
. Sucoinea ohliqua (Say). 
~nite8 shime!Cii Pilsbry. _ 
Fatula striatellaAnthony. 
TtalloniapulcheJla Mueller. 
ZOnitesjulvusDraper. -
Pupa mus/JQrum Linnaeus. 
. - /' - -' :-: -: ,.' 
. Pupa altioola IngersoL 
Pupa pentadrJnSay ' ... 
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Orie-haJfm:ile south of Bangor, fifteen feet of loess are 
-exposed.. Th(j lower portion .. is filled with root casts, the 
largest of which ]:neasure an inch and a half in diameter. 
The rnatri~ consists of interstratified, light colored sand and . 
silt, the result of the removal of the· iron constituents and 
the concretionary casts. N llmerous' concretions and fossils 
occur in the upper portion, thellost common fossils observed. 
-- beIng: 
Sucoineaavara Say, very abundant. 
- -Pupa pentadon Say. 
PupamusoorumLinnaeus . 
. Helioodis OUS' liaeatus _. Say. , 
Aboutolleand one:-ha,lf miles north of State Center the 
above~ectionis almost per£ectlyduplicated in all particulars. 
Fossils were n()ted in the clay pits at Rhodes and Melbourne 
andotherpoints,but whenever observed, .Suooinect ava·ra Say 
constituted more thall one-half the specimens. 
; .. Origin' of the loes8.-Evensince -the publication of von 
Richthofen's "China," with the description of the Chinese 
·loess,andtheformation of the ".Eolian-Hypothesis" by that 
distinguished geologist and writer, the origin of this most 
anomalous deposit has been a fl~uitful subject for hypotheses 
b()th in this count!y and in E).lrope. Itisnot intended in the 
present discussion. to espouse . any particular theory, but 
rather to record . the more salient features of the Marshall 
county loess and suggest their probable significance. 
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The stratified sub-Ioessial sands and interstratified sand 
, ' , 
and silt render plausible a subaqueous origiIl; But whether 
these conditions were brought about by a general depression 
of the' surface and consequent pOllding of the streams, or by 
drainage obstructed through the existenc~of allice dam,the 
facts at hand do not warrant a conclusion., The general dis-
tribution of' the loess, the absence of structural characters ' 
peculiar to waterlaidmaterials, the presence of land mol:-
lusks, some of which are now native . even" to arid'regions, ' 
certainly lend credence to an ~olian hypothesis.Th~ ,angu~ 
larity of· the constituent particles, has _also been' .considered 
favorable to winq.as the transporting agent. ThevaIidityof 
thisii:tferenceis l10t well founded. It is "ari 'established fact ' 
,that while the cQarsersand grains are usually rounded through, 
mutual attrition and inipingeme~t against' obstructidns,the 
cushioning, action of the water adeqlla tely protects the finer_ 
sands and silts so that they maintain their angularitythotJgh 
transported great distances. ' 
" WISCONSIN. 
The Wisconsinicewa~represented in' Iowa' by a great 
,tongue-shaped ,lobe, 'whose apex reached Des Moines, and , ' 
'which bya flank movement invaded ,the western border of 
Marshall cou~ty. The accompanyingtill sheet isseeond only 
to that of the Kansan. ,The UPPer portion of the Wisconsin 
till is slightly oxidized to a faint, 'dulLyellow colorancl is 
succeeded downward by a_blue bowlder clay less massive 
than that of the Kansan. Samples of both theo'xidizedand 
unoxidizedportion 'e:ffervesc~ freely when treated, with'cold, 
dilute hydrochloric acid. Lime balls, are very abunp.ant in' 
many places.' Bowlders are much mo:r:enumerous in this 
region than in any of the older arift sheets,'" but are of smaller 
size than those of the Iowan 'age. The predominating types 
are gray and red granites, with :less abundant quartzites and 
gneisses. Basic rocks are comparatively rare.,' The bowlders, 
present a strikingly different aspect from those peculiar to 
, " 
'. ~.'-
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,the subjacent Kansan, being as fresh as when they were 
broken from'the parent ledge~ 
, , 
ALTAMONT MORAINE. 
The limits of the Wisconsin lobe are marked'in many places 
bya hummocky aspect of the surface with" kettle holes "and 
, p()rids,lil;>era,llyinterspersed~ This is the phlce where the 
, ,melting glacier dumped its load of -rock: debris; which had been 
'g~thered'during its: journey froni the tar north and is techni-
c~lly known as the terminal moraine. ,In Marshall county 
,'. FIG. 83., :rypical Wisconsin drIft topogra.phy shoWing shallow "kettle-holes." Between 
State Uenter and St. Anthony. 
th~ termimilIlloraineishut feebly develo1>~c1. West':of State 
, Center l,S then~arest approacll. to ,a moraine in the region~ , 
AltholIgh 9.istinctivelymor~inie characters 'are but mildly 
expre~sed, ,the 'decided .. change" in' general surface configura-
tiollin passing.f:romth~older ,to th~ newer drift, facilitates 
- the easy establishment of the boundary of the Wisconsi~ lobe~ 
GLACIAL ::;CORlNGS. 
• The salient' portions of the Kinderhook at Le Gr~nd a~d 
'Timber Creek, and-the coal measure sandstone on section 8, 
Tp.'83 N.; R~ XVIIIW.,have been deeply planed, and striated 
'by the great ice sheetsw'hich traversed these regions. The 
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sUr'.facein.ali cases faces north, and all of th~ . points are sit-
uated6n -thesollthbank of the Iowa river and the tributarIes 
mentioned. . No examples of rock scoring could'-he. fcmnclon 
the opposite side of the flood plain. This maybe considered. 
additional evidence as to the preglacial characteroftheprin-
.' cipalwaterways.' The northern slopes are"protected hy-all 
accum"ulation of taluS, while the southernflaliks have been 
scraped clean of the r6ck debrisan<lprofoundly,planedowing 
to a change in the gradient. 'Thescoringsanu>Dll.erstrire. 
wer~herm~tically sealed bya layer of impervious blue clay 
and their state of preservation approachesperfection~, At 
LeGrand tllestrire trend sou th,24°~~st ia t Timber Creek they 
trend. south, 25°east; at Sec. 8, Tp.83N.,R. :XVlrIW.,south, 
" , 
-20° east. 
ALLUVIUM. _ 
The alluvium is-an important deposit in MarshaUcouuty. 
All oftlie principal streams On theolder~ri£t sheets-flow 
through alluvial bottoms, while the IqwarivertraYersesa 
belt of thisdepositwhichaverages' morethanamilein1Vidth. 
Most of the deposits which are mapped as alluvium are not 
whollyriverlaid material, butrath~~' a mixt1lre ofJoess and 
fluviatiledeposits~ '~anyof th~streamsJiaveb~enalluvium . 
-making, since the retreat of the Kansan ice.Nbrthea~t6f 
'Marshalltown on the broad bottomland of the Iowa, theftner -
debris has been removed in large part and extensive sand 
flats result. 
Geological Structure .. 
.' , 
The Kinderhook beds constitu~a,conformableseries but 
are overlainunconformablybytIleDes~ines series~ ,After 
the deposit~on or the-bower CarboniferQus rQek~, '. the general 
upward movement of the continent brought the wh()leof 
Marshall county above the level of the great Mediterranean 
sea to the southwest. -'Then 'foUowedanextended interval 
of 'denudation. T~e youthful surface was set upon ,by the 
erosive agents and dissected by ,streams' until 'the physi-
, \ ography of t~e region was as strongly characterized as is the 

GEOLOGICAL STRUCTURE. 
. I?resent configurati<.>,n. This' was. fol-
. lowed bya season of depression until 
the valleysweresubmerged.,anofl mllly 
perhaps, the whole ~llrface of the 
county wasne~:ror bel()w ,sea level.and 
received 'contributions . of sands, silts 
'a11d 'clays,withsomeV'egetabledebris, 
which were lain down unconformably 
upon', the' older rocks. The deposits 
were compacted into sandstones; shales 
alid coal seams, and constitute the coal 
measur~ series. The' irregula:rity of 
'. the outlineo! thepresentCarbonifer-
ous deposits is due to the irregular:ities 
'of the pre~Xisting surface: . This period 
,qi'deposition'was closed by Te~levatio!l 
. " -the surface which was profoundly eroded 
',. through an immense intel;valof time; . 
. • through, perhaps, the whole Mesozoic 
alia the greaterportion of the Cenozoic. 
'. eras. The Pleistocene deposits lie 
. unconformably upon all of the Paleo'-
zoic rocks and each drift sheet rests 
. - . - . 
unconformably upon its ; predecessor. 
Although the~surface may,have oscil-
latedup ··anddown many times, the 
. movement was' continental and the 
. . - . 
'stra ta are consequently a pproXima tely 
" paralleL· 
ECONOMIC. PRODUCTS. 
Building Stone . 
. As has beell said, the stratified rocks 
belong wholly to the Paleozoic era ; and 
., the' :M:ississippian and 'Pennsylvanian 
series underlie about equal' areas in the 
, 
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courl.ty! :<."The foriner consists eS3~ntially ,of Jim est ones. 'T.he 
principaLoutcropswhere quarryope~ati()ns haveb~~ncarried 
on arein~:hevicinlty of -QuarryaridLe Grand; along,tlie',Kin~ 
derk6oke~~~rpinen~, and and on Timber' 9i'eek. rrhe Pen,Ii-
sylvariia.ri.,§kri~s consists chiefly of shales, and a dull red sand~ 
stone',j~:tb.e'. only stone _worthy of mentioIl, inthisconnee~ 
tioil.-' '; ,-:'",;", '. . " .' 
.:. . KINDERHOOK .. ' 
.'. : . 
Theni{)~t.valuable quarryproducts'inthec()unty'are derived ' 
from th~~:~~~sal member or the Mississippian series. In the· 
southea~~~tl;Lportion of the s~atethefeareextensive.ou:tcrops 
or rock~;>pf: Kinderhook,age".whichemlsist chiefly of shales. 
In central Iowa,' and in N.{arshalt county ,~ri:'partlcular, .' 'the 
Kinderhook beds take ,on a calcareous raeies,ahdafiord some' '. 
of the 'b~~ 'tniilditig -stone to bef()undin.the·state~'·Th~~~·. 
beds' are:rthemore~aluable .. hec~useoftheir avai1~bility" ." 
TheprinGipalqutcl'ops are Ideated near thema:iri lines of the 
. Chicago"'&Northwestern and,IbwaCelitralraiiways~., :,Tlu~' 
overlying .. glacial d~posits 'are cQmparativelythin"a,hdmay be ., 
removed at a.·ll.liniIitum exPens~.· . The' princii?~1-1ayers sought 
are the' oo1.jte"::Lnd p1.agnesiaJlIimestone, buttneentire series. 
is utilized. ...• " 
. 'LE GR.AJ.~QUARRY COMPANY •. " 
. '-
The pioneer" in the quarry iD,dustry,as~el1~8th~Jargest, 
companyoperatingjn',th~ couitty .at ~hepresenttiIlle,. is the' . 
Le Grand Quarry Co. with their ceritra;l . office in Mar;. 
shalltown. ·Thecomp3inY. ownS. and, operatesq~C1rries at 
.. .' .... '. .. ...... . . . .."" . . Quarry; Rockton and Timber Creek. . . . " , ' .. ' 
. Quarry. -..... Three , qu.arries. are: connected " with '. the C.,&~N.­
W :Ry. by branch llnes at this: point. Acti veoperatioJJ.8 were-
begun as early at;·.1860, when a limited quantity ofbllilding 
stone and lime was produced., Two years hiter'thel'ailway 
tracks were erleIl:ded -into the quarries, 'and the cbmpany has ." 
maintained a steady growth since .. '. The manufacture of lime 
was discontinued some yearS ago. 
i ~ 
\ 
.. 
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The q~arry' pl~nt is provided, throughout with the most 
approved machinery. . The equipment consists 'of steam 
. ·.,crusher; gangmills,steam drills,' derricks, lathes and' planers j 
and quarrying and' stone worki~g is carried' o~most expedi-
, ttduslyand ,acc.or9.ib.g to modern, methods., . TheLe Grand 
" '~eds in their en~irety 'have heen exploited to some extent, 
'though the position of the blue sandstone 'renders: it almost 
ullavailabl~,at present. (See LeGrand section.) ' •. The oolite 
··i:tIl.dupper.mag'1lesianliinestone layers afford the' most valu., 
.. ' 'able products,although the chert beds and rubbly 1imesto~e, ' .. 
along with the debris consequent to quarry operations, are 
~ork:edupinto riprap, concret¢, ballast,etG., 'and constitute 
~n importailtso~rce of revenue ,to ,the company.' . 
,The cllief buil,ding stones put upon the inarketare known 
commercially as oolite limestone, Iowa .. marble, Iowa caen 
'. ston~andblue limestone. . .... 
· 'Theb3;sal bhiesandstohe has not been sufficiently explored 
,andtested to such an extent as to allow its merits as a build~ 
_ing 'st6netobe stateddefinitelY._ · Small quantities of the 
stoll~ h3. ve been rernovedfro!n the east quarries, ,and certain 
. '  ..-. - .. ' 
blocks are no'VV'beingtested as pavers in the streets of Mar.;. 
. shalltoWll with some promise of satisfactoryresults~ . 
-'There ···.a:re. -two grades" of oolitic limestones. . The 'lower 
'. layermea$ures three and one-half. feet in thickn~ss and is 
·co~rse. grained ... The upper twelve feet. is finer textured ,and 
consists.ofJayers~f the following 'thicknesses, respectively, 
·fron?- b~10w:upwards:24, 2,6;, 36, 6, 9,. 8, 12 and 14 inches. 
~lle'06litejs quarried only.at thet"wo east quarries, the dip 
of the bed8~nd the slope -of the-river carrying the layers 
below the bed-of t~e strea!ll before .the west quarry is reached. 
. FormerlY,<,the· coarse, heavy. basal layer was used for con-
. -structional -purp'<?ses,' but of recent . years experience has 
demonstrated that it. suffers disintegration when exposed 
· -for a season' to_atmospheric conditions. • The fine-grained 
· layers are close, even-textured-and stand the test of time well. 
This is -not only shown ill artificial structures where the 
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. . 
blocks have maintained their angularityagaillst sllnshine·and 
storm forupw~rds of .. a quarterof. a centllry~hut better 'still 
in th~ naturalexposureswheretheselay~rsstaD.d outiIlhold 
relief. The oolite is composed of small, .xoundeq, concretioil-' 
ary calcareous grains imbedded ina semi-crystalline ma.trix 
ofcementing.materlalofthe sainecoillposition. . Many Of the 
. concretioU:s contain sInai! angularsilice~usgrains·.Theunal,. . 
tered rock is 'of a gray-blue color;while,the'weatheredpor-
,tion' assumes. a yellowish hue. . Certain of the lay~rs. are 
highly fossiliferous and. as the rockt.akesahigh polish' the 
beautiful effects are much enhanced, and this variety is known 
commerci~llv as fossilite marble. Such slabs need' to be col,. 
~" .'. ".
lected with some eare,for small grains ofj.ronpyrites are 
. often.' present and produce black 'stains when subject to 
moisture. . .. '. . ............. ' . ....• .... . 
The upper-portion of. thell1agnesian lime~tone furnishes' 
both the Iowa "marble" and the Iowa "caenstone,"the 
former . containing a ·higherpercen.tage()fMgCOs' Tb.e 
Iowa marble occurs iIi heavy1Jed~. froIIl.two to ,three and 
'. a half feet, in thickness. TlieslightlyweatheredilOrtionsare 
piain, light buff incolor,whilethew~atheredlayersare ofa· 
a deeper color and beautifully veined with· 'irqn oxide ... The ' 
stone receives ahigh polish, but like other limest-ones does 
not retain it when exposed toatmospl:mricageuciies. It}s 
very desirable.forpanelling and all parts of inlaid work when 
kept dry, aside from itsqualificatlons as a first class buildIng' 
stone. . 
Thecaen stone is similar in color to th~ marble, but is 
softer, more tenacious and of lower specific gravity. It is 
especially ada pted for carvings and lII:oJding. . . 
A ledge of blue limestone lies between thechert'bedsand 
the oolite and also immediately above the chert beds .. This 
limestone is very hard, . compact and somewhat irregularly 
bedded, which renders ,quarrying and working rather difficult. 
The' stone is used to some extent as ,a coursing. stone and is . 
very durable,but its untractable character renders its pro-
duction expensive and it is 1;Ilainly used as ballast. 
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- The brown sub crystalline limestone with its interstratified 
-oolitic layers affords some coursing stone and would be con-
sidered desirable for foundations in regions where building 
stoneis scarce, but byfar.the greater quantity is transported 
to the crusher. 
,Rockton.-. Active quarry operations have not been carried 
on at this point for several years. The. beds ~orked com-
prise;the brown subcrystalline limestone with the _ inter-
beddedo6litic layers .and the upper layers of the magnesian 
limestone. The . 
characteristics of 
- -
the" -beds exposed 
here-are siinila.r 
to their equiva-
lents at Quarry. 
The upper oolite 
isperhaps heavier 
bedded· and more 
important than at-
the last mentioned 
place. 
Timber Creek.-
The Le Grand 
Quarry 00. has 
been developing 
rapidly their quar-
ry interests at this 
point during the 
past few years. A 
. side track is laid 
. in from the -Iowa 
o en tr a 1 railway 
and _ the _ plant ts 
well equipped with 
modern machin-
FIG. 35. The Le Grand beds as exposed on Timber creek at the 
Iowa. Oentral railway crossing. The section is, in _part, 
along thellneof a natural fissure and1llustrates the d.tifer-
ential weathering of the beds.· 1, Blue limestone; 3, upper 
oolite; 3, brown and graysubcrystall1ne limestone. 
ery. The beds operated are the same as those at Quarry from 
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the magIlesian limestone upwards. As has been mentioned, 
the magnesian limestone differs in color from its homologue 
at Quarry and Rockton. At the latter places shades of buff . 
prevall,while atth~ Timber Creek quarries the chief beds are 
a gray-blue with occasional layers in part light yellow. The 
fact is .emph(.tsized that the predominating c()lor in the unal-·· 
tered Le Grand beds is a gray-blue, which is changed to tones 
of buff and yellow through weathering . agencies. Here,.as in 
FIG. 36.Ch~ra.ct!lristic fractures ofLe Grand,hriilding stone. U .p.p~rcrow, oolite; lower row. 
-. . . . . magnesian limestone. 
oth~r plac~s, the magnesian layers succumb less readily to 
. disintegrating forces thantheassociateu beds. . 
The upper oolite and brown sub crystalline limestone are of 
more importance here than· at the exposures along the·Iowa 
rIver. 
The Le Grand QuarryCo. employ on an average 200. men 
during the . working season, and the daily output is about 
a train load. 
'" 
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TESTS OF THE LE GRAND STONE. * 
The principal varieties of the Le Grand stone were sub-
jected to three series of tests, viz: 
1. Strength andratio-ofabsorptionto determine theeom-
pactness ot the stoner and hence its ability to withstand the 
atmospheric agencies. 
2; Freezing and thawing alternately, and carefully noting 
the lQss in weight . and strength; and hence d.etermining the 
tendency of the stone to~disintegrate or weaken under the 
action of frost. 
3. Chemical analysis to det~rminethe relative amounts of 
desirable arid deleterious constituents present . 
. In previ()us investigations on building stones; rectangular 
blocks of various sizes and shapes have been employed. The 
consensus of opinion of the highest authorities on the subject 
. at the present time favor the two-inch cube as possessing the 
most convenient dimensions and giving the most satisfactory . 
results. In the present investigation tlietwo.;inch cube was , 
. adopted .. Great care was exercised in their preparation in order 
to gu,ard ag'ainsttheproductiQn of incipient ,fractures through' 
theiInpactoftools;and tliereby lessening the str-ength~. The" 
;block~weresawed out approrimatelywith the diamond saw, 
and then reduced to theproper dimensions by grinding. The 
results are -tabulated in the subjoined ~bl~s . 
. *ThemechamcaL-tests weremadeln la.rge partby Messrs.G, W. Zorn and .T. W. Ell10tt 
under the personal supervisiono! Prot. A. Mars:ton. ,in the Dept.o! Civil Eng1neering o! the 
Iowa Agricultural 'College. The' chemical analyses were made for the survey by Pro!. G. E, 
Patrick.' . '. ' 
21 G. Rep. 
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tOolite,fine grained, northeast quarry. do heavybedded .... M . .,M __ .. __ . .,. ___ . 
do "!,, --------~~-------do thinly bedded._M ____ .M ____ ~ __ 
O<Hite, light, sOl;ttheastquarry __ . .:. __ do .~~ ___ •• _._. __ ~ ______ .• __ • __ • ____ 
do heavy bedded __________ ~ _____ . 
tIowa marble, plain, west quarry. ____ . do _____________ ,; .,. .,. .,. .,. • __ ... ___ , ___ . _ ,. _ . 
tlowa marble, colored _____ • ________ . 
Blue limestone, northeast quarry _~,._ do ___ ,. _________ . ____ , ______ ',. __ .. ______ 
Fossiliferolls limestone, northeast· q r. 
" 
do ____________________ ~ _______ ~~ __ ~ 
do ____ ". ________ .. southeast quarry 
do ________________ .. __ ' _____________ ,. 
do ________ .;._.,.~.,. __ .west quarry _____ 
Blue limestone, Timber Creek_.; ____ . 
. do ________________________ .. ________ 
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2·03 
202 
1.97 
1.96 
·2.05 
1.97 
2.00 
1.98 
.2.00 
2.00 
200 
1.99 
2;00 
2;00. 
1.99. 
200 
J.97 
1.98 
2~00 
TABLE I. 
MECHANICAL .. TESTS. 
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1.98x1.99 3.94 
--------
46,680 
2;OOx2:00' 4.00 47,500 53,800 
2.00x1.98 3.96 54,000 59,300 
1.96x196 3:84 39,400 39,400 
2.00x204 4.08 42,000 52,000 
2.00x2:00 4.00 57,(100 57,000 
2'OOx2;00 4.00 .38,000 53,.iOO. 
1.98x1.97 3;90 
. ------_ ... 47,120 
2. 02x2. 04 4.12 60,500 63,300 
2.02x2,01 4.06 ... - ............. - ... 37,060 
.2.02x2.02 4.08 
.. ---- ... --
....... ---_. 
200x2.02 4.04 
-------- ------'--
2,OOx2.00 4.0.0 42,.000 --_ ... --_. 
2.00x2 . .o.o 4,.00 63;30.0 
..... -'- -- _ ... 
2.00x2DO 4;00 43,70.0 
------ .. -
2.00x2~02 4.04 . 58,300' 66,4.00' 
2.00x1;98 3:96 38,700 38,7.0.0 
. L98x2.00 3:96 28000 3.4,50.0 
1.9.8x2;00 3.96 29;000' 33,200-
LOAD PER 
SQUARE INOH. 
I (\) 
,.0 REMARKS. 
be 
'05 ;:I 
.s ;:::~ ..... cO ~b.O ...... ~ 
rn 1':;;' 
-
... - -_ ... 1l,600 Failure accomp'n'dby much shattering. 
11,875 13,450 do '. 
13,636 14,900 do 
10,260 10,260 do 
)0,280 12,740 do 
14;250 14,250 db 
9,500 13,250 do 
12,080 All samples of the Iowa marble broke ill ---_ ... --- such a way as to show ID..\lch elasticity . 
14,685 15,120 
..------- 9,128 . 
.. ---._ .. _ ... 
--------
63,000 Ibs. applied, no effect .. 
------ ... - ... --- _ ..... --
63;000 lbs. applied, DO effect. 
10,500 Sustained 65,800 lbs. without further 
-------- rupture. 
1,582 -- ...... _--- Beyond capacity of machineto crush . 
10,925 .. 
--------
Sustained 65,800 Ibs. without further 
. 14,43.0 16,435 
rupture" . 
9;773' 
.9,773 
7,.0'10 8,712 
7,32.0 8,383 
. • An qlsf'n .testing l?lachiJ?e was. used in makiq.gt~ese tests. The. specimens w.eteplaced between t.wo !ltee! plates, the upper being fixed. while the lower was 
free to OSCillate III a hemlsphencalprotuberance, which fItted accurately ID a well lubrIcated socket, thusdlstnbutmg the pressure equally when the parallelism of 
the cube faces was imperfect. The load was applied.at a unifqrm rate. '. . . 
+Testsmade under the direction of Prof. G. W.Bissell, Dept. of MechahicalEnllineering,I. A,. C. . . 
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TABLE II. 
FREEZING TES'.rS.* 
00 
I ' BREAKING ~ 0 LOAD IN LBS. • .-i 
KIND OF STONE. 
<li 00 ~ 
.0 Q) I 5 s Q) 
.,.., .0 
" 
..... rp 0 /)!) Q) ~ Q) ~ Q ;!:jd ~ /)!) c(j e<l p 
..... ...... , c(j 
' ...... 
• .-i ~ Q) c(j0J) '.-i Q) P ~ P-., c(j ~ ,00 <!j rn ~ 
LOAD PER 
SQUARE INQH • 
I Q) 
.0 
b(I Q) 
:2d ,~ 
..... c(j 
'""'" ~/)!) • .-i c(j 
00 ~ 
~ 
OJ) 
'.-i Q) • 
~~ 
.S ~ 
" m ~: (l) 
oP-. 
H 
REMARKS. 
--------.--- ---- -----I--,----:-~_:_- ----1--·-,---------------
OOlite', fine grained, northeast quarry 2.05 2.00x208 416 55;700 56,400 13,390 13,558 0.0014 Loud·report., 
do.~~ _________ .; ___ , .. --------------. 2.08 2.()Ox2.()8 4,16 26,000 _______ 6,250 14,280 0.0013 S~tt~~~~ r6s~00 Ibs. Very'slight spall 
Oolite,finegrained,southeastquarry 1.99 197x2.00' 3,94 50,000 60,(}()() 12,690 15,230 _______ Loud report and cube much shattered. do _______ .. ________________________ 2.00 2,ooxl~96 3.92 34,000 55,700 8,673 14,210: _______ ' do 
do ___________ .; ______ ,--.;..;.--------- 202 197x1.97 3.8850,000 56,500 12,89014,560 _______ do 
Iowa marble, west quarry __________ 1.96 2 02x2.02 408' 50,0()0, 56,500 12,255 13,850. 0,0007 Broke with a loud report. 
do ____ ~- __ ~ ___________ .;. ___________ 11.92 2.oox2,00 400 42,600 52,700: 10,650 13,1:75 0.0008 ' do 
do _______________________________ " 2.00 2 04x2 02 4.12' 38,000 51,700 9,225 12,550 00009 do 
Blue limestone, northeastquarry ___ 200 1.98x197 390 ____________________ 15,3(lOt ---,..-_. 59i4oolbs. applied without effect. 
FOBsili.ferouslimestone,northeastqr 2.00 2,OOx2.02 4.08 - ___________ . ______ 14,560t ______ . 59.400lbs.appliedwithouteffect. 
do _________ ,;, _____________ ,_" __ ___ _ 1.98 1.97x2.00 3.94 55,600 . ____ .. _ 14,035 14,900t ~ ____ - _ 59;400 lbs. sustained. 
Fossiliferous limestone, west quarry _ 198 2.04x202 4' 12 35,900 40,000 8,715 9,710 ___ ~_, __ Weak-report. do ________________________________ 1.97 1.99x1.96 3.91 30,500 35,000 7,800 8,950 _______ do 
Blue limestone, Timber Creek ______ 200 204x2.01 410 28,000 36,300 6,830 8,850 -- _____ Slight report.:t. do ______ .. _______________ ,. ________ 1.96 1.98x196 388 32,700 32,700 _______ 8,430 ______ . 
----~--~-----------~~--.-----------------~---
'" The cubes were, placed in distilled water until completely saturated, aIter which tp,e specimens were encased in cotton batting saturated with distilled water and 
placed in wooden trays. eight by eight inches and two .inches deep, :r.rovided with wire bottoms., The trays after be-ng securely packed were placed in the refrigerator and,. 
kept at a temperature of from 17°, to 19°, F. for forty-eight hours. Then they were removed from the refrigerator and subjected to a temperature of 70° F. for twenty-four 
hours. This process was repeated six times. The specimens were afterwards subjected to refrigeration and thawing ten times; but the conditions were less constant than 
in the first six. In the latter series tne minimum temperatures ranged from 21° t932° F: ' 
tThe above table shows that the blocks suffered no appreciable loss in weight or strength during the investigation. It is highly probable that lower temperatures 
would have given very different results. 
:j:In spite of the apparent weakness. low specific gravity and rather high percentage of absorption. the quarry face along natural fissures shows this stone to be one 
of the 1Il0st durable quarried in the county. (See figure 3b.) . 
.": 
'. ' 
TABLE III. 
, 
ABSOHPTION AND SPEOII!'IC GRAVITY TESTS.. 
-
--
~AME OF STONE 
LOSS OF QU ARR,Y WATER ABSORBED AFTER! .S 
,- IMMERSION,EXPllESSED " 
.g.' WATER THROUGH . IN PERCENT .A:G;ES, ~., DRYINo-:.:-WT. 'IN GS. +> ' ~'.' 'N OVER DRY WEIGHTS. ~ ~ . ~, .. ~~ REMAllKS. IlO J... ui ui ui ~ ;1:1.S '~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 0, .~ 6 g 0 1lO"'" .. 0 ;8 ..c= . ..c= 'Ng 
..cl' ..c= ~ ,..cl .~ ,<I) ~~". ~ ~ 0 ,...c lO .. ~ .~ (N ,...c '171 ' , 
-, 
.':. ," 
-- -,---------.:..------...:..--,~-,---~----~- .. -------' -----------
20 Oolite, fine'grained, northeast quarry:.. ___ . 350.90 350.70 35().58 0.85 1;59 2.662:75 ~. ' rn 21 do:.. ~ _____________ .:. _______ . _______ .__ __ __ 3489 L 34i:t'19 348 63 1.56 3 26 3.95 4.05 ~2·.,.c 
38 Oolite, south quarry ______________ ~_.; ____ . 33503 334.99 334;971.20 .1.50250 2;61 4\'1.... ~. 
44 d.o ___ ~ ____ . __________ ~ ___ .,...---------~-"--. 33390'333.'19 333.63 0.71 185", 2.11 2 20' '~fQ Q 
46 do. ___________ '_~ ____________________ ;; ___ 826.90' 326.30: '325.631,50 I.Q,6, 2:552:64!jt::i ~, 
19 Towamarble, W'estqtiai'l·y_~.:._..:~_~ ______ ' __ ~ 323.10 327.70322.4'1, 233 '3.02 3.60, 3.87 2.54 153.2 17 do. __________ :.. ___ .~ ______ .; ______________ 309.40 309,00 308.01 . 1.81 ,2.43 ,3~ai 3.57 __ • ________ _ 
18: do ______________ ~ ____ .; ______ ' _____ '- _____ ~ 32090 319;20 '318.20 . 2.31 3.06 3.97 4.37 __________ _ 
10 Bluelimestorie,.D.orthoost quarry ______ ;._~ 348.70 348.21'34tU9 0.48 0.86 1.86 '2;02 2.77. 173:0 
3 Fossiliferous limestone, northeast qmirry _ .:344.00 343.78 343.52 '0.'12 'I.Ol 1. '121;792.~O 162.5 
2.do~ ___ .. ____________________ .; ___________ .;.~ 353.863534()'353;20 0.22,0.50 0.'10 0.77 ___________ _ 
30 Fossiliferous limestone, west qual'ry~.: __ .:..'3H.00310.90 310.87 0.06 '0.84 .1.65 1.79 .____ _ ____ . 
29.. do. :'r- -- ---- -i-;.~- __ - ---:..'- -- _ -_. ___ ,._,,_,·~40.91,340.46340.38,022 0 84 1.64 1.79 -.. ~-.. _____ . 
32. Blue lImestone; 'IlmberCreek_:.---:.-_---- 320;'16. 320.36320.00203 ,3.01 .31'13.36 2.30 144.0 
45 . do ____ ,---- _____ "" _______ '-_:.0 _______ • __ ,, ___ ,28574 285.36: 285.15 4.00·.'4.67 5.41 5;65 
Average. 
" .\ . 
. " 
.. '.' 
... > 
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TABLE IV; 
CHEMICAL ANALYSES OF LE GRAND STONE. 
CONSTITUENTS. 
HygrQ~copic water (loss at iOOo C.) --I 0.03 009 0',061, 0.04 0 06 \. 0.04 
Combined water (expeUedby igni-
, tion) ___________ . ________ .;. ____ ," 0.13 0.21 0.150.19 0.120.12 
Silica and insoluble __________ :.._____ 0:77 0.96 1.24 0.80 0.89 1.22 
Ca.rbon.ic acid, CO2.;. ________________ 43.62 43.30 43.79 44.85 44.76 43.85 
Alumina; A120a~ ____ .;._____________O.05 0.07 0.18 0.14 0.15 0.14 
Iron, Fe2 0a---------.;.,..- .... :. __ .: ______ None None 0.15' 0.15 0.31 0.26 Iron, FeO ____________________ :.. ____ . 0.09 0.27 0.09 0.19, 0.10 0.09 
Lime,Ca 0 ___ , ___ .;. _____________ .:___ 55.05_ '54.85 50.56 45.42 45.39 50.42 
Magnesia, MgO____________________ 028' 0.%8 3.70 .8.21 8.28 3.96 
¥anga.nes,eoxide (Calc: as Mn 0 ) ______ ~__ 0.08 _. ____ .., _______ -' • ______ Trace 
Phosphoric acid _____ ~---------:-- ... :-- ------=r------, Trace_Trace ------- -------
, Tota~s ._,..., _______________ .;. ____ 100.021100.111 9992 99.99 100.06 .100:10 
, PROBABLE, COMBINATIONS; 
Water _,, _____ ... :.. __ ;..:.:_ ... ~ ____ ... .; __ ... ___ ,0;16 0.30 0.21 0;23 0.18 0.16 
CalCium caroo.nate,Ca C03 ... --.;--_,..- 98.30 9J.95 90.28 81.11 81.05 90.04 
Magnesium carbonate, },fg C63---~- 0.59 0.38 7.77 17.24 17.39 808 
Silica and silicates ----..:-- t. ' 0.95 1.37 1.'7i 142 1.38 1;72 Alumina, iron, oxide, etc., ~ ---:"'----. 
". 
Totals_ 
. ---- ----------------
100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 ! 100.00 ! 100.00 
CORRICK QUARRY. 
(Tp. 84 N., R. XVII W., SEC. 7, Nw. QR. Nw. !.) 
This· quarry is operated intermittently to supply the local 
demand.', The iayers w6rkedcorrespond to the upper oolite 
at Quarry arid are only used for foundation work and rough 
masonry in the iIilIriediate vicinity. Some quarrying has been 
, donebn section 36; Nw. 'qr., Ne.l, of the same township,and 
range., About eight feet of rubbly limestone rests upon the 
upper oolitic layers. Tbe section here exposed bears a very 
close similarity to the . beds exposed at Rockton . 
. The upper layers of the LeGrand'beds have been worked to 
some extent ~at'different times on South Timber creek near 
Ferguson, oli Little Asher creek, Tp.85 N.,R. XVIII W., 
Sec. 24, and northwest of Liscomb on the Iowa river. In all 
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cases the stone was for local consumption, and then only for . 
the roughest grades ()f masonry. 
SAINT LOUIS LIMESTONE. 
CHAPIN QUARRY. 
James Spear operates a quarry on land ownedhyO. B. 
Chapin of Union. The stone produced is a close textured, . 
ash-gray limestone, which exhibits a hackly fracture and con~ 
tains small siliceous concretions, with little iron pyrites in 
streaks and patches. The quarry is operated only to supply 
the local demand, but the product IS apparently a durable 
stone ... 
DES MOINES. 
The coal measures in Marshall consist chiefly of shaJes. A' 
heavy bedded sandstone appears in Timber Creek township, . 
and has been developed to a limit~d extent. Quarries have 
been opened on sections 8 and 9, and a considerable quantity 
of stone suitable for t~e roughest grade of masonry has been. 
quarried. The sandstone is dark, reddish brown in color, and 
apparently durable~ At present only the upper layers have 
been explored. The lower layers are. more evenly bedded 
alid give promise of a stone suitable for building and trimming. 
Clay Industries. 
The Paleozoic strata afford little material which is avail-
able for the manufacture of clay products. The Hannibal 
shales of the Kinderhook are too deeply covered to be utilized 
in this region, while the argillaceous layers exposed at 
, . 
M~rshalltown are of doubtful Vtility., The latter depo~its 
were tested e,xperimentallya few years ago. A sample of the 
yellow-gray argillaceous marl was made into brick. The 
color of the burned article. was not very different from. 
that of the raw material, and when subjected to the heat 
given brick for pa vingstreets, no shrinking .. nor altering of 
shape was. perceptible, and to all appearance there was an 
entire absence of fusi<?n. On the other hand the pavers were 
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c()mpletely vitrified on certain of the faces. It was hoped 
that the experiment would prove the manufacture of paving 
brick pOssible, but the burned article was left porous and too 
soft for such a purpose. The manufacture of superior fire. 
brick is demonstrated as'a possibility, but the limited extent 
. of the deposit renders its profitable utilization doubtful. The 
coal measure shales are almost wholly concealed by the glacial 
debris, and no deposits of economic importance are known 
. within the confines of the county. 
In striking contrast to the limited supply of raw material 
. accessible in the Carboniferous series, the Pleistocene deposits 
are wholly inexhaustible. As' has been said the Pleistocene 
covers the entire county and at nearly every point in such 
quantity and character as to enable a brick factory to be 
founded thereon. The, material utilized at the present time 
belongs wholly to. the loessial type. 
The loess of Marshall county is ordinarilY,of the common 
variety. It has a maximum thickness of not less than twenty 
O:r twenty-five feet •. Certain areaE are exceptionally sili-
ceons,andwhen dry appear as beds of loose sand. The clays 
'~re suitable for the manllfacture of' drain' tile, for making 
, common brick by any method,and for making stock and orna-
: mental brick by the dry-press method. The products always 
have an excellent color and when properly burned their poros-
ityis not so great . as to be objectionable. At presen,t clay 
. manufactories are in operation at not less than six localities. 
MARSHALLTOWN. 
Anson Company Brick &1 TileWorks.-, This is one of the' 
largest plants. of the county. . It is situated in the southern 
part of the' city, where operations were begun nearly fifteen 
years ago. It has grown from a small hand yard to a factory 
with a large output of both common brick and drain tile. . A 
]?enfield, No. 15 D with the corrugated crus;her, has been used 
, ' 
for several seasons. The crusher is required only for the 
dry clay. Closed sheds are used for drying the ,product, and 
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three large clamp kilns for burning. This. latter. process 
'takes up nearly two weeks .. Common brick and tile from 3's 
'to 8'sconstitute the output. . Some loss is experienced 
'thrdughchecking which t~kes pl~1Ce upon the evaporation of 
the uncombined. water. 
Sieq & Si;ze operate two yards, one about two and the other 
aboutoneinile west'of 1v'Iarshalltown, near the Iowa Central' 
'track. Theone on the south side began operation about. 
forty years ago. The material at each yardis,typicalloess in' 
'a bank from 'six to twenty-:-fivefeet deep; clayey in upper 
:part but more argillaceous below.' Certain sections of the 
:the formation in the vicinity are too sandy for brick making 
purposes~ At the south pit the fine sands and silts are beau-
iiifully interstratified. A~ Eagle soft-mud machine isip. use'at 
(each plant. The, brick are dried on pallets in roofed sheds;, 
and no checking occurs if ,the proper mixture of materials is ' 
'secured .. Three clamp kilns with a total capacity of 200,000 
"brick are employed for burning. This process takes up only. 
'eight days.. In addition to these two plants the firm has also 
:a 'hand yard· which is operated in case of an unusual demand. 
" The G. H. F Kohrbrick and tile yard is just east of the city 
limits on the lowland. The raw material, consisting of rather 
strong modified loess, is treated by a Brewer machine. Tlie 
newly moulded ware is placed in a closed dry-she9" and little 
Or no checking occurs. Only a single clamp kiln is inuse.-
MELBOURNE. 
The Wullpe Factory is located at the crossing of the railroads. 
. '~. There are seven feet of yellOW', overlying· one-third as much 
gray, short loess, while a two inch band of ochre separates ' 
the two colors. The total thickness, of the formation is 
twelve feet, and under it is blue drift clay~ The raw material 
is drawn up to and run through the pug-mill, then through 
anauger of the Decatur·Leadermanufacture and moulded by a 
machine of the same make. Closed sheds heated with exhaust . 
steam enable drying of the product to be carried on quite 
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successfully. Three down-draft kilns serve to hold the tile, 
and the ,brick are burned in cased kilns. The character of 
'both kinds of the output is very creditable .. 
'RHODES • 
. A. Harnwn now operates a brick plant fOr the production 
of brick and drain tile along the right of way of the Chicago, 
MilwaJlkee & St. Paul railway. Loess to a depth of ten feet 
is taken and treated by a "Plymouth" machine. The lower 
portion of the section utilized is of a bluish color, followed by 
ocherous layers and finally grading upward into typical loess. 
Fossils are abundant throughout, but loess concretions are 
absent, although limey patches may be observed near the 
base. The color of the well burned product is a' cherry red. 
Considerable loss is sustained through checking. The burn-
,ing capacity is limited to two small round kilns. 
~ 
BROMLEY. 
Just south of the stati9n at this point is the plant of the 
Bromley Brick and Tile works. An H. Brewer machine is in 
operation~ The clay is run through the mill, after~ards 
. placed in sheds tightly closed until the mud becomes "set;" 
. . 
otherwise much loss is occasioned through checking~ The 
kiln capacity is 43,000 three-inch tile. Bur~ing can be accom-
plished in four days. The loess conies from the top of the 
gradual slope ab6uta half mile south of the railroad. At the 
bank the top soil is removed and the clay is used to a depth 
of six feet, below which it becanies too sandy. Lower on the 
slope the character of the formation is decidedly different 
and is almost entirely sand. 
GILMAN. 
The·' Gilman Brick and Tile' Works is a new plant situated in 
the extreme southeast corner of :NIarshall county and has a 
large territory adjacent to furnish a market for the products. 
The raw material is nothing more than modified prairie loess 
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taken to a depth of several feet. It is strong and the. mois,. 
ture is freed with some difficulty, necessitating artificial heat. 
A two story sh~d has been erected,andbefore long the equip-
ment of the plant will be quite adequate for a la!,gebusiness. 
Small· plants have been operated intermittently in' the 
. vicinity of State Center and Quarry. Hand 'made brick is the 
sole product. 
. Lime. 
About a quarter of a century ago lime-burilingwas carried 
on to a limited extent.' The oolitic beds were chiefly used for 
this purpose and the manufactured product was of acceptable 
quality. As transportation facilities improved, lime produced 
from the older Paleozoic rocks s?-arpened the . competition to 
such an extent that the manUfacture of lime in·Marshall 
county was abandoned. 
Building Sand. . 
The sand flats alon.g the Iowa river between Marshalltown 
and Albion, and the sandbars in the principal streams, fur-
nish an inexhaustible supply of goodhuilding sand. The sub-
loessial sands are widely distributed' over the county and often. 
attain a considerable thickness. At Marshalltown there are 
five to' ten feet of siliceous material at the base of the loess. 
The southwestern half of the county is deeply covered with .. 
loess an-<1 drift, but it is meagerly supplied with the more 
. arenaceoUs deposits. . 
.Moulding 8ands.-. The sub-loessial layers afford an abun.,. 
dance of material suitable' for moulder's us~; 
Road Materials. 
Outliers of the Kinderhook in the -eastern portion of the' 
county furnish an abundance of road materials.- T~e larger 
stream channels afford largequanties of sand and gravel suit-
able for road ",ork. '. In the western half of th~co1inty mater-. 
ials for the hnprovement of the roads. are almost entirely 
wanting. 
". : " 
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Coal. -
Marshall is one of the marginal_counties of the Iowa coal 
field. - The coal measures occupy one-half of the district, 
underlying thewe~terJ;l and southwestern portion especially. 
The cmil pockets also_ doubtless occur in different parts of 
the area. -The records from a number of wells in southwest-
ern Vienna and northeastern Taylor townships record the 
- presence of coal measure strata in that region which constitute 
the easternmost outlie~ of the Des Moines in the county . 
. - Folirmiles southwest 6f Marshalltown 'a coal measure sand-
stone outcrops along the Chicago Great Western railway. In 
both of these localities coal in_economic quantities is not-known 
to be present.- - ---
The principal locality wp:ere coal has been mined in Marshall 
-countyis on -the Iowa river at a place called Mormon Ridge, 
threeD1iie~northwestfroDi Albioli. (+p. 88 N., R. XIW., 
Sec. 34; Sw. qr. See t.) -A shaft fifty feet deep was sunk a 
few_years ago _and was known as the Mormon- Ridge mine" 
The c()al was three feet in: thickness~ 'Thesequence of layers 
-_ is as follows: 
":IT.- INOHQ. 
6. Sand- ____ -_____ .;. _____________ -~---~--.20-
5. Clay, light colored. _____ -: ___ ._~----- ~ 
4. Shale, dark cQlored, fissile ________ 2 
3. .Coa~-..; ... ----~---_---------.;._----------.3 2. Fire clay __ -_______ .. .;. ____________ '"-__ 4 
1. Sandstone, exposed. _______________ 1 
. . .;. . ' 
Fl~~37._-0oal .. t Mormon Ridge mine nea.r Albioll. 
At one time fourteen men were employed. The shaft was 
operat:ed hut a brief period for the reason that_ only three feet 
of shale intervenea. in the roof between the coal and a thick 
stratum of water-bearing sand. The water gave so _ much 
- trouble- that the mine was abandoned after being operated 
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aoout a year. Not more than 100 tons of coal were taken out. 
A few years later another compan.y leased'the property and 
attempted to work the coal, but owing to the defective pumps 
made little progress. This mine has been abandoned. 
On the north side of Mormon Ridge, on the northwest quar-
ter of the same 'section, James Hall* states that a limited 
. ~mount of coal had been removed previous to his visit in 1857, 
although the shaft was abandoned at that t:ime. Evidence of 
former ptospect holes may still b~ seen around the base of the 
hill, but noe:xact data concerning the coal measures could be 
obtained. 
In a drill hole put down one mile northwest of the Mormon 
shaft, on the farm of W.C.Rl!ddick (Tp. 85,N.,R.,XIX W., 
Sec. 28, Sw. qr.,Sw. f), a bed of black shale with some coal 
was encountered at a, depth of 11~. fee~." The seam was 
reported to be" several feet in "thickness ari.d immediately 
underlain by a thin layer of fireclay. " 
Some years ago a shaft was sunk on the farm now, owned" 
,by Americus Dakin on Minerva creek,five"miles west of"Ban-
gor (Tp. 89,N:,R. XX W., Sec. 9, See. qr., Se. 1). Coal was 
found here, but to what extent is not definitely known. 
At the present time Marshall is nota coal producing cou.nty. 
Future prospecting will doubtless reveal isolated pockets of 
coal of economic importance,~ut with the data at hand, it is 
hardlyrea~sonable to expect that coal will be produced in com-
mercial quantities within the limits or the county. 
Soils. " "< 
Marshall is preeminently anagricultura'i county-and the 
soils greatly oul1rank in economic importanc-e all of the other 
geological formations put together. ~The soils readily fall " 
into four fairly wendefiri~d types. The drift, which is com-
posed of glacial debris; the loess, composed of silt and very 
fine sand; the drift-loess, a combination of the first two, and 
the alluvium, an admixture of sand a,nd silt in varying pro-
portions. The origin of the soil" types has" been discussed 
* Geology of Iowa, Vol. I, p. 269; 185S. 
. \ 
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all.'eady under the various divisions of the Pleistocene. The 
drift soilis coextensive with the Wisconsin drift sheet. This 
s.oil contains a high percentage of clay and in many places the 
processes of agriculture are handicapped by the large number . 
. ofsman tomedi.um sized bowlders. This type is highly pro-
ductive when well drained, but eold and heavy when .not 
properly ventilated. 
The typical loess. soil is confined to the immediate proximity' 
of the larger drainage lin~s. This type prevails in Linn, Tim-
ber Creek and western Le Grand townships. It is subject to 
excessive wash during rainy seasons,and, unless very sandy, 
it bakes when drying. In productiveness this soil type ranks 
lowest. . . 
.-
The 'drift-loess soil comprises by far the greatest area in 
Mar§haU county. It is a happy combination of the soils and 
fine sands of the loess with the glacial debris of the Iowan 
and Kansan drift sheets. Tlledrift-loess is an open, porous 
soil allowing the easy penetration of the most delicate root-
lets, yet firm enough. to support th~ most vigorous forage 
plants •. It is easily tilled and is a conservator of moisture. 
It is to this type that Marshall owes her prestige as an agri-
cultural county. . . 
. The alluvium flanks the principal streams,and when not too 
. sandy it compares favorably in productiveness with the drift 
and "drift-1oess types. When unprotected by levees large 
tracts of th~se lands are subject to periodic inund~tions. 
Water Supply. 
The larger water courses furnish an ample water supply to 
. the areas ~hrough_ which they flow. The smaller streams are 
usually dry through a considerable portion of the summer and 
autul1ln months. Shallow wells from 40 to. 150 feet in depth 
have proved adequate for domestic purposes until the recent· 
extended dry period, when it was found necessary, in many 
. cases, to go deeper. At present most of the "stock wells" 
draw the~r water' supply from the glacial sands and gravels 
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near the base' of 'the drift or from the sandy layers of the 
Kinderhook The older water-bearing horizons of the r>ale-
ozoic have not been explored in the region, but the Saint 
Peter and Saint Croix sandstones may be reached at about 
1,300 and 1,800 feet, respectively. At Ames and Boone,the 
Saint Peter sandstone affords about -10,000 gallons per day', 
while the Saint Croix yields about 200,000 gallons" ' 
. West of Rhodes, just out of the corporation" is'an artesian 
well which yields about 2,000 gallons per. hour. The water is 
slightlymineraland.is not utilized at present, save as a way-
side watering. place. The well is about sixty feet in depth 
and appears to be wholly in the drift. 
The Marshalltown water works draw water from the gravel 
beds of the Iowa river. The water filters through the river 
sand and is collected into 'numerous galleries from which it,is 
pumped. The supply is barely adequate for ordinary pur~, 
poses, while in eases of fire the Iowa rivermrtst he drawn on. 
As several other large cities in'the stateobtitin.their water 
supply in much the same manner as outlined above, it is 
deemedfttting to append some of the results obtained from a 
sanitary study of the water. It is a well known fact that the 
spread of contagious diseases is often contingent onthe source 
of our potable waters and' "sewage 'cohtamination" is an 
altogether too common a phrase in ourboard of health reports 
treating of epidemics. 
BACTERIALOGICAL STUDY OF THE MARSHALLTOWN WATER SUPPLY. 
Prof. L. H. Pammelkindlyfurnished the following abstract 
of results. : The work was done in a large part under his per-
sonal supervision. - ' ,~' 
Mr. G. L. Steelsmith* made, ariexamination of the Mar-
shalltown water supply during the summer and- fall of 1896. 
Dr. Walter H. Haines, of ,Chicago, had previously made an 
examination, the results of which are-as follows .. 
GmulS PJiB C, Co' 
No. 1. Across the river from waterworks ______________ .:25 
No.2. Bunce well ___________ ~---------.:.--------------- '190 
No 3. River water ..;-----_~ ___________________________ .2,240 
'-------~ 
* Marshalltown Evening Times-BepubllC8Jl, April2a, 1896. 
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The statement is here made that the maximum number 
according to Koch of Berlin, and the Franklands of London, 
is 100 germs per C. C. The maximum number has, however, 
sometimes been placed at 1,000, and some authors place the 
number at 3,000. An absolute fixed standard cannot be made, 
except that 1,000 germs per C. C. is more nearly the maximum 
"in a large number of our river waters. The quanityof organ-
isms is dependent upon the quantity of organic'matter present. 
The iniportant point in connection' with a bacterialogical 
analysis is the quality rather than the guantity. A single 
organism of Bcwillus coli-commurLis or B. typhi-abdominalis 
is sufficient ta indicate sewage contamination. 
Mr. Steelsmith's determinations~re as follows. 
GBRMS PER C. C 
No.1. June 7th, water from river above mill dam _____ 2,170 
No.2. June 7th;water from hydrant, Dr, Meghill's office_l,BOO 
No, 3. June 7th, water from pumping station __________ l,200 
No.4. June 7th, water from sixteen hydrants, average __ l,900 
No.5. Sept. 9th, water from six hydrants, average. ___ 2,040 
, So far as the number from'streams IS concerned, the above 
would not be considered excessive or necessarily injurious, 
'since water taken from the Croton reservoir, New York, .con-
tained 5,000 to 15,000 germs per q! C.; water from the Spree, 
which furnishes Berlin with water, contains, according to 
Frankel, 6,140 germs per C. C.; butthisnu?1ber increased to 
over 245,000 oelowthe city. Water from the Mississippi at 
La Crosse, 'Wisconsin, during the spring, months contained 
3,000 germs per C. C. In all streams there are extraordinary 
fluctuations so far as quantity is concerned. These fluctuations 
are due to' th~ amount of soil carried from the surrounding 
country. The great nuinberfound in the Ibwa river last sum-
mer must be associated with the frequent rains. Numerous 
inve~tigators have shown that during .the autumn and winter, 
germs are far less numerous,than during the spring and sum-
mer months, and yet the former. sea~ons are the periods of 
most frequent occurence of typhoid fever. 
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Of the germs found in the hydrant water of¥arshalltown, 
but one was regard~d as suspicious.·· .. It agreed quite closely. 
with the morphological and physiological. charac~ers given 
for Bacillus coli~communis and proved· to be pathogenic for 
rabbits.· Therehltion of this organism to sewage contamina-
tion can no longer be questioned, as this Bacillus is an inhab-:-
itant of the hUman intestines and it is only natural that it .. 
. -
should find its.wayto t~e river. . 
The results, of . this investigation go toshowthatth~ water-
which has filtered through the .riversandsis safe and whole-
some, but that the-water drawn from theriverdirect maybe 
at the peril of the public health. 
Water Power. 
The Iowa river furnishes an abundance of wa.sterpower, the 
.a verage gradient being about· three feet per mile and thefidw 
fairly constant.. Flouring mills are jn -active operation at 
Albion,,_ Marshalltown and Le Gralld respectively. Aheadof 
six feet is obtained at Albion and six alldone-half feet at each 
. . - - . ." - - . . 
of the dthertwo localities. All of themllls can be run on fun 
. . . - -' 
time and at full capacity save during periods of very high or ... 
very low water ... From fifty to eighty horse powerisavail-- . 
able at each point.'rhe flow or water in tlle smaller streams 
is too small and inconstant to merit attention in this eonnec .. 
tion .. Mills of smaU··capacity on Timber creekwereforrnerly .. 
operated~intermittently. -N one are active at the present time .... 
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